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WMk«nd Forecast:
Frktay: Isolated Tstorms, high in the 80s.
Saturday: Sunny, high
in the 80s.
Sunday: Sunny and
hot, high in tha 80s.
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Black students, groups aim to improve resources, relations
AT A GLANCE

-v

□ Irving in Harmony" is a
series which will examine
some of the viewpoints,
problems and resources that
exist among minorities and
the campus as a whole. It is
our hope to increase
awareness, communication
and education throughout
the series. The Eastern
Progress welcomes any
feedback or suggestions.

Depot
accident
kills man

By Tim Blum and
DeVone Holt
Imagine, for a moment, being a
black student from a black neighborhood and high school, entering a predominantly white college and community with virtually no new friends.
The first day of classes you decide
to leave early. You get a nice seat by
the door and watch your new classmates file in one by one.
As the room starts to fill up, you
notice that you are the only black
student in class. You then watch as a
white professor walks in and greets

Living

harmony?
First in a series
about minorities
on campus

the class.
While hypothetical, this situation
is often a reality for many black students at the university.
While racial tension and segregation exist on college campuses today
and thrive on some, some effort has

been made in the past decade to decrease such problems and bridge the
gap between the races.
Services such as the Office of
Minority Affairs and the Black Student Union are available for students
on campus and provide both cultural
and educational services for the black
student. Their stated objectives include the promotion of black leadership, the exchanging of ideas and experiences, positive awareness and academic and social involvement.
"The office of minority affairs is
responsible for the recruitment and
retention of minority students, faculty

News editor

I
n

an effort to increase enrollment
Although the five-year plan expired in 1987, Doug Whitlock executive assistant to the president, said the
the goals of the original act are still
intact "The commitment to the goals
of the plan did not end." Whitlock
said.
When the original act expired in
1987, Kentucky developed its own
plan designed by the stale Council on
Higher Education set up specifically
for the commonwealth.
"We gave emphasis on the enrollSee MINORITIES, Page A8

Student petitions
to ban freshman
cars on campus

Hacky Sackin'

By Joe Castle
A worker at the Lexington Blue
Grass Army Depot was killed last
week when ordnance he was securing
for shipment ignited in the back of a
tractor trailer.
Lewis Anderson, 39, of Waco,
was working in area 902 of the depot
at around 4p.m. blocking and bracing
aviation flares in a trailer bound for
Lackland Air Force Base in Texas
when some of the flares ignited.
Anderson was taken by emergency
medical technicians to Patlie A. Clay
Hospital, where he was pronounced
dead as a result of injuries sustained in
the accident
Trucks are loaded up, inspected
and prepared for shipment in areas
such as 902, David Easter, director of
public affairs for the depot, said, and
Anderson's job was pan of the loading routine.
"He was blocking and bracing,
which means he was using lumber to
make sure the load doesn't shift or
move on the road," Easter said.
The truck' s load consisted of more
than 39,000 aviation flares, when
something caused some of the flares
to ignite, Easter said.
"Some people said there was an
explosion, but these things don't explode," Easter said. "Some of them
just ignited."
The truck couldn' t have been overloaded because trailers with shipments
from the depot aren't loaded to capacity, Easter said.
The Army has since called up a
team of investigators to examine the
accident and try to determine its cause.
"It will probably be several weeks
before we get anything on it," Easter
said. Easter said the lethal nature of
the ace idem explains why the Army is
already focusing a major investigation into its origin.
"This was our first fatality ever in
the ammunition side of the house,"
Easter said, "and it was the first at the
depot since the early '80s."
The Lexington Blue Grass Army
Depot, located on Big Hill road, stores
ordnance and supplies for military
bases across the country.

and staff," said Sandra Moore, director of the Office of Minority Affairs.
"Some students who come here
are not accustomed to being the only
black student in class...or one of three
African-Americans that may live in
r
that hall," said Moore.
The U.S. Department of Education put into motion in 1982 the State
Desegregation Plan in an effort to rid
traditionally white state colleges and
universities of segregation among students, faculty and staff.
The plan also aimed to enhance
traditionally black schools to make
them more attractive to all students in

By Susan Gayle Reed
Editor

Even more frustration over the
parking situation is expected to arise
Friday when campus police begin enforcing parking regulations in student
lots.

That frustration is what prompted
one university student to put some
action behind his words.
Chris O'Brien, a senior political
science and psychology major, has
formulated a petition that he and some
others who share his frustration will
circulate among students. The group's
goal is to pre vent freshmen from bringing cars to the university, decreasing
the number of cars on campus, he said.
"Not allowing freshmen to have
carsoncampusisthebestsolution.lt
would take two years to build a parking garage, ami think of all the money
(from parking tickets) the university
would pocket because of that."
O'Brien said. "The administration will
say the freshmen won't come here,
but not having a car for just your
freshman year won't kill somebody.
It's only for one year."
Tom Myers, vice president of student affairs, said it would not be wise

Chris O'Brien

to plunge in and prohibit freshmen
from parking on campus.
"None of our competition is doing
that," he said. "When you say no freshmen can have cars on campus, you
have to think about how many freshmen commute. You've got to have a
level of fairness."
O'Brien said he hopes to get at
least 5,000 signatures. Then, he will
See O'BRIEN, Page A7

Complaint filed against
university professor
By Susan Gayle Reed
Editor

Prog: « photo fry BOBBI )0 SlUELDS

Danny Williams, 19, a freshman music major from Winchester, took time out Tuesday
afternoon to kick around a Hacky Sack outside the Powell Building.

An age discrimination complaint
has been filed in the university Affirmative Action Office against Bruce
Wolf ord, a professor in the College of
Law Enforcement
The complaint was filed by Pamela
Lawrenz, who has worked in
Wolford's office as a training assistant for the Training Resource Center
for the past nine years.
The center provides training for
social service workers in the state.
Lawrenz, who is in her mid-40s,
was told her position was terminated
effective Sept 30 because of the elimination of funding.
• Shortly after Lawrenz's job was
terminated, Wolford advertised for

Jones introduces state health care reform package
By Mark White

How Jones' plan
will be paid for

Assistant news editor

The federal government matches every
22 ceats raised by tt
state with 78 cents.

What do approximately 500,000
Kentuckians have in common? No
medical coverage.
That could soon change, however,
if a new health-care reform plan unveiled by Gov. Brereton Jones before
the state Commission on Health Care
Reform last Wednesday in Frankfort
is enacted.
The governor hopes his plan will
be considered during a special session
of the legislature in November.
"The plan includes everyone who
is an official resident of the state so it

Progress graphic by Mike Royer
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would also include college students if
they are official suite residents," said
Brad Hughes, Spokesman for the Cabinet of Human Resources.
One of the major components of
the plan is mandatory basic insurance
coverage for all Kentuckians. The estimated cost would be $108 monthly
or $1300 a year.
Companies and private businesses
must provide insurance for full-time
and part-time employees under the
proposal and make available family
medical insurance for employees by
Dec. 31.1993.
Certain small businesses could
qualify for a state subsidy to assist

with the cost, according to the
governor's office.
Unemployed people would pay
for the insurance on a sliding scale
with the government paying for the
rest of the coverage.
According to the governor's office, no new general taxes would be
required to pay for the insurance proposal.
Subsidies for the health care package would be paid for through increased federal Medicaid matching
money and by replacing existing health
care plans.
See HEALTH CARE, Page A9

another position.
Lawrenz a*applied and was cut
from the pool of applicants.
"My understanding is that it's an
age discrimination complaint on a job
hire," Wolford said. "One of the candidates for the position who had ap
plied is challenging her elimination
from the pool."
Wolford said yesterday that another complaint has been filed by an
employee also regarding a dismissal.
Rebecca Edwards, director of affirmative action at the university, said
she could not comment on any specific case that could be pending.
However, she said whenever a
complaint is filed at the university,
she conducts an investigation and isSee COMPLAINT, Page A4

INSIDE
J REMEMBERI Public safety
will be looking for your parking
permit beginning Friday. Pick up
permits at the Brewer Building
with a paid fees receipt today.
See Page B3.
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EDITORIALS

Harmonizing
Series aims to increase communication, acceptance
A // blacks are violent.
ideas straight from the heart of the person whose
■**• All international people are rich and lives are most affected by them..
out to take America away from us.
We at Eastern may like to believe that the
All homosexuals are sex-crazed per- university setting is a haven free from prejudice,
verts.
discrimination and hate. But Eastern Kentucky
All whites are prejudiced and out to University is no Utopia.
keep us down.
There are problems at the university that should
Sound familiar?
be aired and discussed, not disThese are a few of
missed by those who refuse to
AT A GLANCE
the stereotypes that
see them.
plague the world, the
Communication and educanation and this univertion are the biggest forces in
sity.
breaking down stereotypes and
Through the next sevmaking progress toward living
eral issues of the
together in a world where people
Progress, you are going
are not all the same.
to find stories written to
The Progress minority sereflect how differences
ries will serve as a tool for better
among people are often
communication between minori□ Our opinion
no more than a shade of
ties and the majority white campigment or shape of a
pus
at large.
Communication and edufacial feature, or a sexual
We
don't have any assumpcation are the biggest
preference.
/^"
tions
that
we can solve the
forces in breaking down
The series, "Living in
world's problems, or even the
stereotypes and making
Harmony" will focus on
university's problems, in a fourprogress toward living
what life is like at the
part series, but we are going to
together in a world where
university as a minority,
people are not all the
do our part as the voice of the
discussing what kinds of
same.
students of this university to
problems exist, what
show campus diversity, to air
kinds of problems do not
legitimate concerns and to show
exist and ways to increase understanding, where progress has been made.
communication and acceptance.
As the series unfolds, your letters, as always,
Some minorities at the university in- are welcome and encouraged.
clude blacks, international students and hoWe are all people, and according to Dr. Martin
mosexual students.
Luther King, each should be judged by the conThe series will attempt to allow you to tent of his character, not by the color of his skin.
take a look at life through the eyes of
We think that should also hold true for a
another and to understand how differences person's nationality or sexual preference.
in color or culture do not always equal
Ignorance and prejudice go hand in hand.
insurmountable differences in people.
Niether is something to be proud of.
Included with the news stories will be
Only by openly communicating with each
first-person accounts written by minority other and getting to know each other past the
students in the form of a Your Turn column. prejudices will we be able to dispell the ignoPerhaps the best way understanding may rance, the prejudice and the hate.
be gained is by learning of problems and
Only then can we expect to live in harmony.

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS
No cars for freshmen
I would like to respond to the
article in the last issue on the matter
dealing with: "Parking appeals
board hears student complaints.''
The problem is now out in the
open.
The problem is the attitude of
Skip Daughcrty.
Daughcny explains in the article
a proposal that would take the
parking privilege away from the
frequently ticketed.
WHAT?
Daughcny then goes on to
explain that Eastern needs a system
to get repeat offenders and find a
way to eliminate them.
Where did this guy gel his
college education??
Daughcny then goes on to be as
smug as possible.
The closing paragraph states,
"The main thing to remember is that
students pay for a parking permit
and not necessarily a parking spot."
Somebody should ask Mr.
Daughcny how long it takes him lo
find a parking spot when he gets to
campus every morning.
They should also ask him how
many parking tickets he has
received in the last 10 years.
I think we already know the
answer!
I have some questions of my
own.
Where does all of the money go

t.

C

that is collected from parking
tickets?
Where was Student Senate when
the commuter lots were being
systematically gobbled up by
employee parking lots?
Why doesn't the administration
pass a law that says freshmen can't
have cars on campus?
This would solve the parking
problem immediately!
Now, why don't they pass the
'No Freshman Car Rule?"
Simple. There is money to be
made.
Skip, I think your proposal to
take away the parking privileges of
people who are repeat offenders is
great.
The only problem is what are you
going to do for a job when all of
these people who cannot park on
campus transfer to another school?
Skip, wake up and smell the
anger brewing with all of the
students!
Furthermore, don't icll us you
don't know what the answer is.
You have been here since 1965!
The rules on parking are great for
1965.
But the last time I checked, guess
what? It was 1992!
I share D-Anne Lynch's frustration.

Chris O'Brien
Richmond

Buckeyes still angry
We are writing in reference lo
the last article concerning Buckeye
Bashing.
We feel this was an outrage
because it came from such an
inadequate source— a Kentuckian.
I've never seen any bluegrass.
The only kind of grass I've seen,
other than green, is brown and that's
because a cow excreted on it.
Kentucky is the only state in the
union that's family tree refuses to
branch.
Ohio may not have a cash crop,
but at least ours is "legal," and not
growing in "Bill-Bob's" flower
garden.
The only reason we "Buckeyes"
go to Kentucky schools is because
we want to show them there is more
to life than marrying our sister and
witnessing your cousin Jim-Bob get
abducted by aliens.
It astonished us when we found
out Kentucky published more
welfare checks than they have
outhouses.
To all Ohians—unite with your
fellow Buckeyes and feel free to
write in and state your opinion on
the inadequacies and inferiorities of
the slale^TJn-Commonwealthy" of
Kentucky.

Ben Noble
Bruce Sherman •
Commonwealth Hall
i

Take time to appreciate life's gifts
It's strange how a single phone
call can change your life.
You never really realize how much
you take for granted until you are.
reminded of your own mortality.
Sometimes that reminder comes
swiftly.
Almost three weeks ago, my family had lo start dealing with the conseNothing in my life's experience
quences of such a phone call that came
at about 2:30 on a Saturday morning. could have prepared me for that moMy mother came in from St. Louis ment. My mind was racing as I inthat afternoon lo visit with my brother stantly expected the worst.
We bolted lo meet my mom at
David, his family and me. We had all
gathered that evening at my brother's Days Inn and lo begin a seven-hour
place to catch up, argue about politics roadtrip that took us only five.
My father was still alive, but
(he's a "conservative Republican,"
while I'm one of those "liberal Demo- barely. Apparently he fell asleep reading and woke up with an uncomfortcrats") and have a few drinks.
We all had a good time, but the able feeling. He called my grandfaday had been long, so I went home lo ther (who lives next door to my parents) and told about the pain and his
get some sleep.
It was almost 3 a. m. when I awoke diffuculty breathing.
I guess my grandpa recognized
to find my brother dragging me from
my bed (I had turned my ringer off the symptoms from his heart attack
before I fell asleep so I could get a eight years ago. He look my dad to the
emergency room without hesitation.
restful night.
"We have get to mom's hotel," he My father must have experienced some
sa'd. groggy and slightly disoriented. serious pain to agree without comI jumped up immediately and be- plaint lo go lo the hospital. My dad is
gan getting dressed. My heart was very stubborn and it would normally
pounding as I pulled on my jeans. The take 10 guys lo drag him to the doctor,
adrenaline pounded through my body. much less the emergency room. He
At that point I didn' t know exactly must have known.
what happened, but I knew it was
They made it to the hospital before
something awful, something I didn't my dad's heart stopped. He had the
want to hear.
massive coronary in the emergency
I tried to prepare myself as I asked room. I guess if you're going to have
Dave what was wrong. "Dad had a a heart attack dial's the place to do it.
My dad is a young man, only 45,
heart attack," he answered in a low,
but he's very lucky lo be alive. While
shaky lone.

his recovery may be long, he' s a fighter
and doesn't have the patience lo be a
good convalescent.
I reflect back on the hours and
days that my family and I wailedatthe
hospital. We were all hoping and praying for dad to make it. We didn't want
to consider the alternative.
I am very thankful that I can say
my father is still alive and is going lo
recover. I know a few people who
haven't been as lucky and have lost
someone they love.
My point is not to narrate the stress
of the experience, but instead, lo relate
the reality of the occurrence.
It is loo easy to pass through your
daily routines without appreciating
those treasures you possess.
Instead of focusing on the negative and the areas where your life
lacks, be thankful for that which you
do have.
Hold no grudges. If you love someone, let them know—always. They
could be gone tomorrow.
An anonymous source once wrote.
"Think how happy you would be if
you suddenly lost e erything you
have—and then got it all back again."
While^hese are simple concepts,
they are ideas too often overlooked.
I am so grateful my father has the
opportunity tocontinue his life. I know
some things will be different in our
relationship now, and I will embrace
those changes. It's another chance for
me as well—a chance lo get a little
closer to him, to learn even more from
him than I already have, and to increase the sharing in each others' lives.

GUIDELINES FOR LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Eastern Progress encourages readers to write letters
to the editor on topics of interest
to the university community.
Letters submitted for publication should be typed and no
longer than 200 words. Because
of limited space, the Progress
may condense letters over 200
words.
Letters should be addressed

to the newspaper and must contain
the author's signature, address and
telephone number. Carboncopies,
photocopies and letters with illegible signatures will not be accepted.
Unsigned letters will not be accepted.
The deadline for submitting a
letter for publication is noon the
Monday prior to Thursday's publication.

Letters should be mailed to
The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.
40475.

PHONE: 622-1872 or
622-1882
FAX: 622-2354
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Another view

PEOPLE POLL

UPS & DOWNS

By Bobbi Jo Shields
Do you think having Dan Quayle on the ticket helps or hurts the
Republican party?

Up to:
Operation Crabgrass

Down to:
Athletic department

The latest FBI investigation has claimed its first
state legislator. Rep. Tom
Smith ,R - Knox Coun ty, was
indicted Tuesday on
charges of taking $13,750
in bribes to help get a more
lenient sentence for a convicted drug dealer.

With few exceptions, the
Colonels face the usual whipping boys again this year.
Why not take some scheduling risks against a Division I
team like Middle Tennessee
does each season?

Up to:
USA Today
The nation's newspaper
celebrated its 10th birthday
Tuesday. Congratulations to
the paper on its success.
(And they dared to call it
McNews.)

Suggestion* for (how deserving UPS A DOWNS ire welcome. To make ■ suggestion call 622-1872.

Ended relationships a lesson in life
As humans, we inevitably become
involved with others-by choice or by
chance. We relate with people on different levels, some on more intimate
levels than others. We all, at some
point have a special "someone" in our
lives, whether it be your boyfriend or
girlfriend, husband or wife. Call it
what you will, sooner or later we end
up in a ''relationship.'' But he catch in
all of this is the reality that dictates
how long such a relationship can last
In today's ever-changing social
climate, woman are assuming new
roles, monogamy is in fashion due to
the AIDS scare (in fashion for some
people more than others), and divorce
is at an all-time high. Think of two
recently-married couples that you
know and the chances are that one of
them will eventually divorce.
These issues offer a some what contradictory portraitof today's Americait is much safer to have one partner,
and even get married but chances of
divorce are so high, why even bother?
This past summer, I was asked a
very difficult question by one of my
former college professors. He asked
me, "What are the advantages of being married?" I was at a loss for
words. Of course, the obvious came to
mind— security, companionship and
someone to share your life with.
Are all these things worth the risk
of a possible separation down the road?
In my own, and in other people's lives
around me, I've seen too many broken
marriages and ended relationships.
Aren't entering romantic relation ships

*

*

* Election*

■.92}
In an effort to involve more
students in the election process, this election countdown
and registration information is
provided. If you need more
information call #622-1882.

tional needs and wants, and these par-

Eric Layton ticular voids in our lives are filled by
Your turn

the bonds we form with others, especially by these "romantic" bonds, so
to speak. Howe ver, any value we place
on such relationships is totally subjective-that is, these things are different
for every person and couple.
Relationships have the power to
turn you inside out. The toughest part
of any relationship is its end-saying
goodbye. For those going through or
on the brink of a break up or divorce,
remember you're not alone. Life is a
series of relationships that begin and
end. Others walk into our lives, only
to walk out just as quickly. We may
not accept or understand why this person has to leave or why they've
changed so much. Unfortunately, all
this is a part of life.
We are ever-changing beings, who
make mistakes and rash decisions. It
may be due to social pressures, or
through our own developments during the course of our lives. What we
are, and how we feel now will most
likely be different from what we will
be a year from now..
Perhaps through the end of relationships, we can learn and grow as
human beings, as we take a small part
of that other person with us and they
take a part of us with them. We should
learn to accept this change and the end
of relationships as an important part
of the human experience.

or even the institution of marriage in
the first place ways of putting your
whole emotional self on the line, with
no guarantee of a lifelong bond with
your partner? I think it's important
that we don't over-idealize marriage
as a way to cap off a "great" relationship or manifest our current feelings
into a lifetime of commitment.
I'm not against commitment, I just
think that it is belter to have a healthy
relationship with someone without the
pressure of getting married. Marriage
has its place in society and is right for
those who are genuinely ready for it.
One of my past sociology professors said that we as Americans practice a behavior called "serial monogamy," which essentially means that
we, as humans, are emotionally committed to several different individuals
over the course of our life. You may be
married, divorce, remarry...which is
serial monogamy.
How do our emotions get turned to
the point of wanting a commitment,
which may or may not include marriage? I'm reminded of a quote, "Humans crave love so much that they
often mistake false love for true love "
Layton is a junior psychology maIndeed. The only explanation I can
think of is that we all have our emo- jor from Allegany, NY.

Days left
to register

17

Deadline to register:
6 p.m. Oct. 5

Terry Klrby, 30, history, Irvine.

Dawn Browning, 22, public
relations, Stanford.

"He hurts It because
his blatant stupidity
decreases the
respect of the
Republican party."

"I think he hurts It
because he hasn't
done anything to
Impress me over the
last four years."

Charles White, 19, pre-englneerIng, Nlcholasvllle.

CJ. Andrews, 18, pre-med/ biology, Lexington.

"He hurts H
because the media
portrays him to be
an Idiot, whether
he Is or not."

"I think he definitely
hurts It because
most people think
he's an Idiot."

Tonya Simon, 27, psychology,
Stanton.

Sheryl A. Jonas, 18, pro-law,
Louisville.

PARENTS WEEKEND
PRE-GAME COOKOUT

How to Register
With the County Clerk:
Hours 8-6 p.m. Mon.
8-4 p.m. Tues.-Fri.
In person:
First floor of Courthouse,
Main Street or Berea City
Hall 986-1460.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 19
5" 7 PM
ALUMNI COLISEUM PARKING LOT

Register by phone:
1-800-92K-VOTE

Billy Ray icon of cheezball world
I'm one of the lucky.
I have yet to hear more than 10
seconds of "Achy Breaky Heart" and
for that I am eternally grateful. But I
feel a duty to rail against the evil that
is our popular culture.
Achy Breaky's popularity is a sign
of the times. Atacky.neon.air-brushed
sign of how cheezy our society is.
Tackiness is the American way.
Disco, pet rocks, break dancing, hair
tails, cutting letters in your hair,
Styrofoam hats, and neon trucks are
all examples of a society that values
the fad over good taste.
Don't believe me?
How many times in the last six
months have you heard someone say,
'NOT!'.
It was barely funny when Wayne
and Garth said it and is borderline sad
when others vomit it now.
(Coined by the heavy Metal group
Anthrax, 'NOT' was a derisive play
on the popular 'Word' saying).
A member of the older generation
threw a 'Not' out in a conversation
and after I groaned and ex plained some
people do have brains she said. "Well
I thought that's what all the kids are
saying nowadays." The generation gap
is a lot wider than I first thought.
Need more evidence.
I saw a couple walking around in
public.
How did I know they were a
couple? Well if it wasn't obvious by
the way they seemed to be joined at
the lips, or their shackle-like grip on
each others hands, or even the dazed
look in their eyes that made them look
like theyd been belled, there was no
doubt with their attire.

"I think he hurts ri
because he gives
off an linage of
being Immature
and Irresponsible.
He leaves the
party open to
crttlclam."

"I think he hurts the
Republican party
because his Image
Is destroyed and he
is the butt of
everyone's Jokes."

Karaoke. The Japanese word
Mike Royer roughly translates into "souped- up Mr.
Microphone."
Its alright to sing along in your
car (when no-one is around of course)
My turn
and to even play air guitar in the privacy of your own home, but for you
regular Karaoke crooners ( now folThey were wearing T-shirts that low the bouncing ball) S-H-U-T U-P.
When people are laughing unconsaid (this is hard to repeat without
throwing up) "I'm His" shirt for her trollably at the bar when you launch
into your all loo serious version of
and "I'm Her's" for him.
Rather than kill them before they 'Coal Miners Daughter,'or'Mr. Tamcould breed, I decided their fates would bourine Man' they are most defiantly
beworse if 1 let them live. Together. not laughing with you but at you.
The occasional drunken Karaoke
I can see a mental image of the two
of them on a beach somewhere (like song is no big deal and can be tolerMyrtle Beach, a place where it is not ated, but make it a habit and you risk
only encouraged to be tasteless, but becoming one step below an Elvis
illegal to wear Earth tones) talking impersonator.
If I hear one more person refer to
about how great it was that she won a
wet T-shirt contest and how much fun beer as ' brewski,' 'brew,' 'a cold
they had drinking exotic mixed drinks one,' or brew-Ha, I'll personally turn
them into the ABC and ask them to
when they spotted the T-shirts.
"Oh wubbums, wouldn't those be make an exception in the 21 year-old
cute? They would go great with our drinking age on the grounds their
matching air-brushed licence plates." mental age is way below 14.
How many times have you seen a
After staring at the His/Her shirts
for a while the guy would say," Yes, guy come up to the bar and and cooly
lovechunks, but which one would I say to the bartender, " Hey barkecp
(nudges to friend to make sure somewear?"
Welcome to slavery, pal. Once one see's just how cool they are) howz
you put that shirt on, your days with- about settin' us up with a couple of
out her are in the past. You might as shooters (ha ha, nudge, nudge)."
I would make a call to arms to rid
well turn in your manliness now. You
won't be using it any time in the fore- the world of Billy Ray.bul it wouldn't
do any good.
seeable future.
There is always a Kriss Kross and
A place to see some of the finest
specimens of bad taste is our own New Kids on the block waiting in the
downtown (The new age rule for bars wings.
should not bother the cheese-quotient
Royer is a senior journalism major
because tastelessness is timeless).
from Ludlow.
Some examples:

COMPLIMENTS OF

Complimentary Hot Dogs, Chips and Cokes
to all EKU Students and Guests
Music provided by Lexington radio station
/
WLFX-FM
\^00
ALONG WITH THEIR ON-AIR PERSONALITIES JT\ —

EKU COLONELS
VS
E LOUISIANA INDIANS
ROY KIDD STADIUM
7:00 PM KICKOFF
Students admitted free upon showing their valid EKU I.D.
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Campus news
COMPLAINT: Emloyee files charges of age discrimination
Continued
from frontpage
frontpage
Continued from
sues a Findings of Fact and Recommendations to the Affirmative Action
Committee for review.
The committee consists of 10
members including Edwards and
Sandra Moore, director of minority
affairs (ex-officio members), acting
chair Paul Motley, faculty representative Joy Anderson, professional staff
representatives Earl Baldwin and
Donna Williams, classified staff representatives Brenda Brockman and

Ronnie Mink, and two student rcprerepresentatives who have yet to be named.
This committee considers the findings and issues a report.
"I don't know where they're at in
the investigation," Lawrenz said. "I
guess that's what they're doing now,
investigating."
Lawrenz has continued to work
for Wolford during the time her complaint has been reviewed.
She said she could not elaborate
on the pending complaint.

B.M.O.C.

"Ifsgoingtobeamatterofv
"It'sgoing
to bea matter of whether
I can survive financially," she said. "I
can't afford to make any mistakes
right now. I've been told not to say
anything.
"It all revolves around me not saying anything," she said. "My financial
security is very important to me."
Lawrenz isn't sure what will happen after her last day on the job.
"I'm going to Winchester to file
for unemployment," she said. "I'm
looking for a job."

OH,t>ARL€Ne 3* fctvav
a^C TWyVe "SUlV

Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words.
Help Wanted

SCXVJALITV / / /

addressed stamped envelope: N.
Eastern Distributors, Employee
Processing. P.O. Box 1147, Forked
River. NJ 08731.

NEEDED M-W-F 7:45 tun. to 10:46

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTORS
NEEDED U.S.G.F. experience
preferred 624-9685.
WANTED EXPERIENCED
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR
624-0100 Ask for Doug or
Catherine.

GREEKS & CLUBS

by Stephen Lanham

ffOURSOfJ »nd M/ L.Hlfi

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

RAISEACOOL
•1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation No cost.
You «bo go a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling
1-800-932-0528, Ext 65

tun. Someone special to cars for
infant near campus. Call 986-7969 or
925-2006.
$200-$5O0 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easyl
No sailing. You're paid direct. Fully
Guaranteed. FREE information - 24
Hour Hotline. 801-379-2900.
Copyright #KY10KDH

COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute student rate subscription
cards at this campus. Good income.
For information and application write
to: COLLEGIATE MARKETING
SERVICES. P.O. Box 1436.
Mooresville, NC 28115.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month.
Free transportation I Room A Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call 1 -206-5454155 ext. A5534.

SPRING BREAK '93 - SELL TRIPS.
EARN CASH AND GO FREE III
Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus representatives. Ski
packages also available. CALL
1 800-648-4849.
For Sale

STOPI NEED A FLEXIBLE.
HIGHPAYING JOB? Student
employees needed to help us mail
our diet brochures from home/dorm.
$100 PT/$500 FT I No experience
necessary. Employees needed
immediately I No gimmicks ... this is
a real jobl For application send self-

IBM SOFTWARE, Microsoft Operating System. MS OS/2 Version 1.1.
3.5* disks and documentation.
Licensed and unopened. Includes
Presentation Manager. $5 per set.
Call 622-1880.

^FOUR DEGREE WILL
TAKE YOU PLACES.
As an officer in the U.S. Naw.
you'll command your own future.
You II join top flight people working
with the best in their field. .And have
the opportunity for world-wide travel.
Navy leadership and executive
management training go hand-inhand to prepare you for an exciting
role as a Naw Officer.
Naw Officers are:
• Pilots Naval Flight Officers
• Engineers on Nuclear
Submarines
• Computer Specialists
• Doctors and Nurses
• Business Managers
• Procurement and Fiscal
Managers
• Civil Engineers
• Lawyers
• Meteorologists and much more
Naw officers receive pav and allowances worth* of a piolrssioii.il. Benefits
include 30-davs paid vacation earned each vear. free medical and dental care
and low-cost life insurance. And this is just a part ol the stun. Contact us.
Well tell you the rest.

by Bo Robertson

DORM LIFE

TANDY COMPUTER SX 1000.
640K. Call 622-1880.

Services
TYPING. Resumes, Term Papers,
Newsletters, WordPerfect 5.1 Word
Processing (606) 744-7376.
TYPING - Research Papers,
Reports, Resumes, etc. WordPerfect
5.1 (606)623-4912.
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS - Train
and iumo the same day for ONLY
$901 Lackey's Airport, US 25 South,
6 miles from By-Pass, turn right on
Menelaus Rd. Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m.
For info call 606-623-6510 or 606986-8202 weekends.

Personals.
Good kick Kappa Alpha pledges I

Progress

In KY call toll free 1-800-992-6289. Outside KY
call 1-800-843-6932.

Classifieds Work.
Call Ester at

Sign up now at your placement office to talk about \our future goals, or call
us today for a private consultation.

CONGRA TULATIONS
to

P^^

622-1872 by Monday
at noon to place a
classified for
that week.

NAVY OFFICER KssgJiirtSs

Tsing Tao
Winner of 4 Sets of

«^1

^cl? ^

^^^B

Duoc Hy, Lesuong Hy and Laura Morris.

EKU Football Season Tickets
and a sponsor of the Progress
Football Picks page.
Be sure to enter the contest
See page B8.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

Taste of Texas

,/-."'»

535 Leighway Drive Eastern Bypass
606 624-1340

The Princeton Review and
LSAT Intensive Review are Now Teaching

ANCIENT
LSAT

We heard the Northeastern Louisiana Indians are invading Richmond.
Rustle up the horses and round up the wagons, make tracks to our place
for a prc-game buffet from 4-6:30 for only $4.25.
Git the upper hand with some good grub. Don't let the Injuns gitya in
the end.
VALUABLE COUPON

1 whole MESQUITE SMOKED CHICKEN
2 pieces Texas Toast, 1/2 pt slaw or potato salad
or
$5.75
1/2 CHICKEN, 1 piece Texas Toast,
1 serving slaw or potato salad
$3.25

M^>

VALUABLE COUPON

1 rack of MESQUITE SMOKED CHICKEN
1/2 pint potato salad or slaw,
2 pieces Texas Toast
^_ __

At Kaplan, we caught the change. Not by
accident, but because we have a team
of professionals dedicated to studying
the LSAT.

Open 1 p.m. Saturday for
Pregame Party
$2.00 Pitchers
75c Bourbon and Coke
Party Lasts Till Game Time

And we changed our course materials
accordingly. There oiu/hlu l>t u law: When
you are paying to prepare for the LSAT,
you should Study question formats lhal anon the LSAT.

15? Wings from 2 till 4 p.m.

Go Big E

We re sure that our competitors agree.
So why does LSAT Intensive Review continue to prep students lor' an obsolete question
format? Does Princeton Review think the
LSAT is a history exam? Are (hey too busy
trying to hype their course to notice the
change in the test?

Serving Food till 1 a.m.

A/'

EKU Volleyball Invitational,
Join Coach Gcfl PotvtnO .mil thv IKU women's VOIU-VIMII le.un as tlw-v hod HH1992 S 4c S Tire-EKU Volleyball Invitational this werkrnd at Alunuu t ntunim Visitin
teams include James Madison University, Montana Sttftt and North* arotini State
Enioy a great weekend of EKU athletics by being a part ol the growing legion oj 1 M
volleyball fans on Fnday night. September 18, beginning at 540 p m wilh EKU
playing at 7:30 p m against (amr*. Madison
, ■
. *■>* •**"
Saturday, September 14, will feature morning md aftemOOQ WWIUIW l< hfCKscht-dult
below)

Be sure to come by the Rally's Parents Weekend CooJtOUl on Sftturdft) September I from S 00 7()ii p m in the Alumni < uliMMim parting lot

L

Attention all LSAT test-takers.
The Roman Numerals question format,
sometimes called Triple True/False, lias nol
appeared on the LSAT since February 1991
This is nol an isolated incident: The I.SAT
is .i continually evolving exam. Be sure
you're studying with the prep course that
uncovers changes as they happen, and
prepared you far the /?.</ yw« will take.
The rest is history.
'"'"

•

iMtmpmry

ISM

,.,,.,, ,J|

1-800-366-6716 or
1-606-276-5419

S & S Tire-EKU Invitational
Volleyball Tournament
September 18-19. 1992
Friday. September IB
SOOpm

Montana?.

'»»»

I'

'

M irfcson

Salucday, September 19
'0 00 a m

Ad mission is free
4

When you prep lor the I^SAT, do
you want to master questions that
areo/j the 1>SAT? Or questions
that tuedtobeon the LSAT? In 1991. an
entire question format disappeared from
the LSAT. This question format used to be
found in every section of the test.

i 00 p m
'30pm

James Mar>son vs North Carolnj Slate
Ml "tana State
Montana Slate « James Madison
'
•
-y vs North Carolina !■•

~L-

KAPLAN*

The answer to the test question.

, '►
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14" Large
Two Toppings

$5

33.

plus tax

V

°£\

Mi

624-8600

14" Large
Two Toppings
& Two Drinks

$6

plus tax

624-8600

DELIVERY
ALL PIZZAS SERVED WITH PEPPERS AND GARLIC BUTTER ON THE SIDE

WE MATCH ALL COMPETITORS COUPONS
18" Monster
Party Pack
Two Toppings, One
Pound of Chips, &
2 Liters of Pepsi

$13
624-8600

, <►•

A9.

plus tax

Two 14" Large
2 Toppings
On Each

$9

on

624-8600

■49
plus tax

ui:zA
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Carripus news

Senate to investigate parking, fees
By Joe Castle
News ad it Of

Student senate wants to know what
you want to know.
Or at least that's what senate vice
president Doug Leopold says.
"We just want to try to find some
answers for students," Leopold said.
"We want to try to find out exactly
where the money goes from our student activity fees, why the price of
copies in the library was raised, things
like that," Leopold said. "I get questions about these things, and 1 think we
need to know the answers."
Another subject Leopold and his
fellow executive, senate president Julie
Neuroth, want to try to shed some light
on this semester is parking and why
certain spots that were previously residential are now employee.
"The reason we got for taking those
spots in front of Todd and Dupree and
on down the street was because they
were closing Combs lot," Leopold said,
"but I don't understand it."
Neuroth said her plan for addressing the parking issue ircludes responding to present and future problems.
. "We're going to be working a lot
On parking," Neuroth said, "coming
up with short term and long term solutions."
To deal with the current parking

debacle, the administration has asked
Another cam pus construction prothe senate to appoint four students to a posal held up due partially to budget
committee to address the issue.
constraints is a walkway over
"It's four students and four admin- Lancaster Avenue across from Uniistrators," Neuroth said. "They're go- versity Drive.
ing to sit down and talk things over for
However, Neuroth said safety is
now and the future."
also a concern with the walkway over
The student representatives to the the busy street, especially at night
committee are
Other
D'Anne Lynch,
projects the
Michael Quinn,
senate is planErica Calbcrt and
ning for the fall
We
want
to
try
to
Scott Howie,
include everywho chairs the
thing from recfind
out
exactly
where
senate commitreational activitee on student
ties for students
the money goes from
rights and is tryto money-saving to find some
ing services.
our
activity
fees,
why
viable parking
"Fall Fest
solutions within
is scheduled for
the
price
of
copies
in
his own commitOct. 6, and
tee.
we've
got
the library was raised,
One possible
Karaoke and
solution to part of
other
things like that. ' ' some
the parking prethings planned
dicament, the
for
Powell
construction of a
—Doug Leopold Plaza,"
multi-level parkNeuroth said.
ing garage, has ^^^^~^^^~
Elections
been halted due to financial difficul- may or may not be held during Fall
ties.
Fest, Neuroth said, because some sena"Last semester President tors still have not informed about their
Funderburk told us a parking garage is plans to return for this semester.
just out of the question because of the
"We just haven't gotten hold of
some people," Neuroth said, "so we
budget," Leopold said.
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might or might not have to have fall
elections."
Senate is also planning a bonfire
before one of the home football games
in November, Neuroth said.
The governing student body also
plans to continue the book exchange
program, which allows students to
trade books with each other instead of
sell their texts back to the bookstore.
In order to help fight the poor
attendance which has been a problem
for the senate in the past, the group is
now meeting every other Tuesday at 5
p.m. in the Powell Building instead of
each week as was previously the case,
and Leopold said it has made a difference.
"Attendance is definitely up,"
Leopold said. "We're refining the senate to where everyone has a job, something to do."
Neuroth agreed, saying the new
policy encourages attendance.
"So far it's been great," Neuroth
said. "We only had five absent out of
34 senators for our first meeting, and
three of them had excuses.
"We want to keep people interested in senate, fight apathy and get
them to contribute." Neuroth said. "We
want to make them feel that if they
miss a meeting they'll miss something
important We want them to realize
their committee needs their input"

] ; Find Out What You Don't!
] ; Know About Cancer. ',
Tell 17,000
students
about your
business.

Assistant naws editor

A handbook to aid students taking
the university writing exam was recently published by the University
Writing Requirement Advisory Committee.
The book, which sells for S1 in the
bookstore, has actual essays that were
graded deficient, adequate and superior.
The university writing requirement
is a one-hour exam in which students
write an essay responding to an assigned topic.
The first university writing requirement exam for (his semester is sched-

uled for Saturday at 9 am.
"Students need to prepare for the
exam in some way. The best way to
prepare for it is to purchase the book,''
said Margaret Dean, an instructor of
English and director of the writing/
reading center.
Dean said the handbook was published because it was becoming too
cosily for the writing/reading center to
give out handouts about the exam.
"This is not a book of theories. It is
a how to do it book,*' Dean said.
Another way students taking the
exam later this semester can prepare
for the exam is by taking ENG 106,
preparing for the university writing
exam, a one hour course elective that

CRAFTS AND MORK
KK

Wc earn .. oonplclc line of nrl supplies
All Windsor Neuion painis. brushes, and accessories.

Discounts will he deducted ;it cash register
\

The latest fall
fashions found at
JCPenney Styling
Salon. Every
Thursday all
students and faculty
with a valid EKU I.D.
receive a 20%
discount off regular
price services.

N€XUS

Mon Fri 9-8
Sat 9-6
Sun 12

Styling Salon
Richmond Mall

624-3501

versity writing exam are not allowed
to enroll for more than 12 credit hours.
The other exam for this semester is
scheduled for Friday, Nov. 6, at 5 p.m.
Anyone taking the exam must preregister. The deadline to register for
the Nov. 6 exam is Oct. 30.
"If people can't get in there to take
the exam, they should please withdraw so other people can register."
Students can register for the exam
in the Combs Building Room 219.
All full or part-time students seeking baccalaureate degrees who entered
the university as freshmen or transfer
students in the fall semester of 1989 or
later are required to take the exam
when they reach 60 hours.

Taylor's Sporting Goods

hmoiul \l.ill

JCPenney

begins Sept 30.
All students are required to take
the university writing requirement after they cam 60 hours or more.
"Students must take the exam the
first semester they are eligible when
they hit 60 hours,'' Dean said.
Students receive their exam results in the mail within approximately
four weeks after taking the test.
During the 1991-92 academic year
only 10.5 percentofallstudenis taking
the exam failed.
"If someone has failed the exam,
they should come in and see me to get
the official word as to why they did not
pass the exam," Dean said.
Students who do not pass the uni-

622-1B72

PACE

SJ

NENBCRSHIP WAREHOUSE, INC.

Oalctct's aoCd
and
^SJffi^
Flea Market *NEW LOCATION
3305 Irvine Rd. across from
Moberly's Oeneral Store

I">l N. MT. TABOR ROAD

^R

LEXINGTON, KY 40509
(606)286-0556
WANTS TO REMIND ALL

EkU EMPLOYEES
THAT Y01 QUALIFY FOR OUR
PREMIER MEMBERSHIP

* Special prices on gold
& diamonds
* Inside — Outside Flea
Market
*Free Outside Set-Ups

AT A SPECIAL RATE OF $20.6o
AND FOR OUR
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
AT NO ( 0ST!!!
MlH PROOF OF EMPLOYMENT...

369-3137

HOPE TO SEE Y0L SOON!

OpenMon. • Frt 10-6
Sat a Sun. 8-6 (somatimas later)

Prices Every Photographer
Our prim processing is very affordable. And
since we use AGFA paper and chemistry, you'l
gel brilliant colors and sharp images every lime.

nsfoproro
Richmond Mall • 623-7470

AGFA<$>

Preferred H)

IIWH

NEW

ttfcoKmw

Seafood Sampler
$-

Custom Greek Lettering - Russell T-Shirts ^Sweatshirts

College Park Center Hours: 9 - 7 p.m. 623-9517 Open 6 days a week
Wc Accept Visa & Mastercard

Served with fries, cole slaw, hush
puppies, cocktail sauce and
lemon wedge

o

£t

iticfiora We Just Love Romance!

COUPON

(ExptrM 12/1S/B2)

I

COUPON

COUPON

(Expire* 12/1*792)

(Expire* 12/1V92)

Buy One Rose j Mixed Bouquet
Get One Free ■
In
Paper

$2.00

$4.99

*Caah and Cany
(daUvwyaxlra)

|

Balloon

Bouquet
tied to large
candy bar

$9.99

'Cash and Carry

(delivery extra)

•Caah |wH oaMvar)

'

Call the Progress.

Fish, Shrimp, &
Seafood Crab Cakes

Plaques - Trophies - Custom Engraving

AMERICAN

J ; TSOCIETV* 1 800 ACS 2345 :

*»»

University writing exam slated for Saturday
By Mark White

' '

,l QQ
-7-'

Umilcd
Time

ll SHRIMP & FRIES fl CHICKEN & FRIES
I Bite Size Shrimp, <£ f\ 9 C Chicken, fries,
I fries, hush puppies'*' 1—J hush puppies &
I & cocktail sauce
mm
Sweet k Sour sauce

$f>25

| O— uuftynfn pw cmuoaet Ncr
■ toatwt**ri atitti tmpaaoi
I >i mlorVr Fjfir, imitl
iaMlariRaxl.Kitlinaxl.KY l-KI

.

FISH & FRIES

I Fish, fries,
I hush puppies
& tarter sauce

2

otMtfttja prt caHorort Not
goo* wtfft my otbrr coopon of
aumcfti Kipurt tram
iminri Read. RJrtanond. KY IH
OK

FISH & FRIES

Ct 20E'

$f\ 9 C I Fish, fries,

One tovoo pet nftromrt Not
pujd tub my orber coapoo or
(kKonlonn Knp.fr. 9I2M92.
I tOMBrwiRatjd.Rt.Hnoi.lKY FKl

1^*1 hush nnnniPs^
& tarter sauce

Z.

Oor i uaputj prr c ■omrt N,«
good trial any other cuupoo or
dboorA orfcr Btpiictj Vain
105° trrtra Road. RjctvnoDfl KY EKU

Try Our New Broiled Menu

623-0340

Monday • Saturday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Village Florist
125 S. Third

SEA>X>00

• Broiled Cod
• Broiled Breast of Chicken
• Broiled Shrimp Dinner

1059 BEREA ROAD • RICHMOND KY

t»^^/tis^P%.t»^W%is^WDV^^

Richmond Church Directory
If you would like to have
your>church or religious
organization listed in this
space, call Darren at 622-1872

The United Methodist Campus Center
(Wesley Foundation)

4"

Mark (.irard.
Minister
St. John 8:12, 9:5

United Apostolic
Lighthouse
Church
HI/ East Main Street
Richmond. KY 40475
Pastor A Q Portia

St. Matthew 5:14

J

First Baptist Church
(corner of Francis St.)

Rev. Robert R. Blythe, Pastor
Office - 624-2045

For More Information
Phone 623-4390

Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.

BTU, Sun. 5:30 p.m.
Wed. Bible study 7 p.m.

Corner of Kit Canoa and University Drive
Welcomes yon lo:
'Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
•Thursday At Wesley 6-8 p.m.
(Meal, Bible Study, Devotions
•Discipieship Groups
•Fellowship

Everyone
Welcome
623-6846

EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY FELLOWSHIP
CATHOLIC NEWMAN CENTER
405 University Drive
Rev. Arthur Conaway Minister
Tuesday, 8 p.m. Holy Communion
Home phone: 624-2430
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Campus news
O'BRIEN: Student petitioning to prohibit freshman parking
Continued from front page
present the petition to university president Hanly Funderburk and to the
student senate, giving the university •
Dec. 6 deadline to enact its decision.
"It doesn't take the Board of Regents long to set a resolution for a
tuition increase. I'm sure it didn't take
them long to up the price on parking
tickets," he said. "Sou shouldn't take
them long to vote for no freshmen to
have cars on campus."
The petition states that if the university does not comply, all who sign
are willing to give up benefits of alumni
status, also affirming that they are not
to be solicited for donations upon
graduation.
Even if the resolution is passed
after next year, O'Brien said those
who sign will stand upon their decision to give up alumni status.
"b's got to be enacted for fall of
1993. It'sa very reasonable time to get
ready," he said.
"Besides, how can you treat somebody like dirt when they're going to
school here and suddenly treat them
like queens and kings when they get
out? I don't understand that," he said.
"It's talking out of both sides of your
mouth, and it's lime somebody did
something about it."
O'Brien said the idea for the petition came about in an effort to halt
commuter lots being turned kilo employee lots.
They raised all the parking tickets and they kept taking more and
more commuter lots," be said.
O'Brien said he has voiced his
concerns and ideas to the student senate in the past, but to no avail.
"I am very frustrated with the way
student senate throughout the years
has handled this; they haven't done
anything about it," he said. "We're
going to do the petition because at this
point in time student senate has not
addressed the problem."
But Julie Neuroth. student senate
president, said O'Brien has not presented any of his ideas to the senate, at
least not in the past four years.
"He's not brought anything before the student senate last year or this
year," she said. "I can't remember him
bringing anything since I've been a
member."
Neuroth said O'Brien has talked
to her casually about the idea.

Better your business,
Advertise in THE PROGRESS!
Enjoy a Stress Relief Vacation

Anderson Hair
On Mane

Students
$10 Haircuts

Enviromental
Healthy
Products

623-2300

130 E. Main
Richmond, KY 40475

New Orleans
ff» Cafe

Progrea photo fry BOBBI ]0 SHIELDS

Providing more availableparkingp^mltstfMnipK^hMc^i^dovsrcrowd^parttlngcondMloni,
as shown her* In Lancaatar Lot, whoro avan tha gravel filter tot Is full.
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lam very frustrated with the way
student senate throughout the years has
handled this...
Brian

We want it done right, not haphazardly, and it
takes time to do it right...
—Neuroth
"He mentioned it last year while
we were running," she said.
Neuroth said members have spoken with Myers and decided the idea
wold hinder enrollment
According to O'Brien's plan, not
all freshmen would be prevented from
having cars on campus if they could
prove their need was valid, he said.
"There will be a few exceptions;
they can petition the student senate
office to show that they have a need to
have a car on campus," he said.
O'Brien cited examples from
Vanderbilt University and some Ivy
League schools where freshmen are
not allowed to have a car on campus.

**

"It works out beautifully. It makes
you get involved with something on
campus," he said. "And if you want to
go home that bad, you can seek out an
upperc lassman from your hometown."
Neuroth said, though, that the plan
would not work at Eastern.
"We've mentioned it to Dr. Myers,
our adviser, a couple of times and he
said there's just no way because of the
competition in Kentucky," she said.
"It would hinder our numbers."
However, Neuroth said student
senate is working to find other solutions that can be implemented fairly.
"There is always the option of
having freshmen park on the outskirts

242 S Second Sow

of campus and having them shuttled
in," she said.
O'Brien said he and about 10other
students will be going from dorm to
dorm to get signatures.
He said he wants to put a table
outside Powell, but he will have to get
approval from Skip Daugherty, dean
of student development.
O'Brien said hefigures if enough
students combine their voices, the
administration will listen and act
"You have to understand this is
not • school; it's just a bunch of buildings," he said. "The students are the
school, and they're the ones who pay
the fees; they're the ones who pay the
money, and they're the ones that have
to go through all of the mess to find a
spot lo park."
"The only way they're addressing
it is by putting our name and address
on a parking ticket bill," he said
Neuroth said student senate is committed lo easing parking woes.
"We are looking at it in every
possible way we can," she said.
"People don't understand that it takes
stages lo go through before it can be
done.
"We want it done right, not haphazardly," she said. "And it takes time
lo do k right"

Happy Hour
2-5 p.m.
featuring

Long Neck
Buds
$1.00
Open till 10 pJD.
Cloicd Sandari

College Station Liquor
lMWattrSt
«fc.(234«W
Opea 7 aoa.-Midnight

Kegs, Kegs, Kegs
Milwaukee's Best & Best Lt
$29*15.5 gal Keg
Call Early to reserve your Keg and Tap
Other Brands and Sizes Available
Visa, Mastercard, & Amex Accepted
Your Complete Lottery Outlet

*••••••••*•••••••••*•••

uts-r
20% OFF

*

ANY SERVICE
(With VtaM Stwkat LD.)

<
,-^ AA11 '

0AJ-UU11 ■
OPEN: 1W». - St. 10 til ? '

SoudanHIII.lta.f7
(Jwt put the Richmond Mall)

•

it
•

Pro Image
Turfland Mall
Harrodsburg Rd., Lexington

E.K.U. Color in Motion

1/2 price color day

Supplier of officially licensed products
from colleges & professional sports.

G3

V" MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Sept. 22 10 a.m.-7 p.m.

Starter jackets & parkas, fitted caps,
children's sizes too.

^

"The Pride of Authentic Mexican Food"

Hair Consultants
University Shopping Center
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

Call and reserve
your spot

276-0544

LUNCH SPECIALS

^

Eight Different Lunch
Specials To Choose
From For Only...

•••••••••••••••••••••••

MONDAY-FRIDAY II AM-4 PM

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
is
MARGARITA NIGHT!
^^M ^^1 T* MARGARITA'S
^*W ^^W
FROM
^Ta# %■#
4 p.m. - 10 p.m.
"HAPPY HOUR"
Mon. • Thurs. 4 pm-8 pm
$«d 50
Margarita's, Daqulrles,
Plna Colada's

;

i.

!g
(5}
"7
f]

Apple Macintosh PrmrrBook" 145 4/40

Apple Macintosh Classic* II

Apple Macintosh llsi

.Apple Macintosh IC II

Buy one of these.

^

COME AND JOIN "THE FIESTA"
r
Come Enjoy Live

MEXICAN MUSIC

I'''
.GRAMMAR

by the Mariachi Band
Every Friday Night
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
263 E. Main St. - Downtown
Open Mon.-Thucs. II ai.vlO pm
FH & Sol. II am-II pm
Sunday 12 pm-9 pm

«*

VALUABLE COUPON
BUY ONE DINNER AND
GET THE SECOND

details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

For further information and pricing, contact either.
Academic Computing
Lexington Computer Store
6221986
268-14311 (800) 432-7329

1

/2 PRICE!

- - .— ■ r^g

r raMUf^E0irV^iMlTGVAA/5a a-

Calendar
Creator

:...'.
Q

Get all of these.

Get over '400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple* Macintosh* computers shown above at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financingoptions.be sure to ask for

624-8222

Second «nn« mu« b. of .qutf or Mw »*J». Good lor 0ln» In o> C*f|r
out.
PIMM prMwn
praMM coupon
coupon wn^i
wh»i OTUOTBIU
orMrlng. c^ww
£v*tm w«^»*.
tfi*/K.
gut. r-M.

-•

aid like this is only available through October 15,1992 —
~~

w

.

LCVJ

..

A*J

n

i

I lie MaCintOSH MUClent Aid Package.
Visit the Apple display at PC Fair in the
Powell Building on September 22nd!

>rf*rtt>n*n—Aktt*m-4tchtfkl~*t*« h* to
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MINORITIES: Students on campus seek to increase awareness
Continued from front page
ment, retention and graduation of minority students," said Roy Peterson,
assistant toexecutive director for educational attainment of the state Council on Higher Education.
Walter Rucker, president of the
Black Student Union, said there is a
lack of representation on campus and
it is both the university's fault as well
as the black students' on campus.
"There is always room for improvement," said Rucker. "We aren't together. We should be stronger. We
should rally together when an issue
comes up. Black students joining the
Black Student Union is a big step in
the right direction."
Segregation is a concern on campus as well, and the university is finding that it is not only the black students
who segregate themselves.
"Quite often I'm asked'why do all
the black students sit out in front of the
Powell Building?' I've never heard
the issue addressed, 'why do all the
white students sit out in front of the
bookstore?'" Moore said.
"Students don't feel comfortable
addressing racially sensitive issues in
a mixed environment," Moore said.
She said this is usually because
students don't know how they'll be
perceived, what response they'll get
or if anyone is even concerned.
However, programs have been
created to expand cultural and racial
awareness in the university community. The Cultural/Racial Understanding and Exchange (CRUX), is one
such program which was designed to

bring students together from every
cultural avenue and provide an open
forum for race related issues.
Moore said CRUX, which was
initiated last semester, was a success
among the students. "We talk about
racially sensitive issues and how they
affect EKU," Moore said. "One of the
drawbacks we found out in the spring
semester is that we
should have been . .

Anthony D. Graves, a senior computer information systems major from
Louisville, said that racial tension has
decreased for him in the four years he
has been at Eastern. "I've met more
people and have broken stereotypes,"
said Graves. Graves doesn't place the
blame of the problems on any one
person, but believes people are more
comfortable with
their own race.
doing it all year." * » Quite Often I m
"Blacks and whites
she said.
don't mix well here
asked, 'why do all
on campus," he
Moore also
the black students
said she thinks one
said.
of the biggest probsit out in front of
Graves said hirlems on campus is
ing more black prothe Powell
a lack of sensitivfessors could proBuilding?' I've
ity in the college
duce a more diverse
community as to
curriculum, such as
never heard the
history classes on
what issues are
issue
addressed,
minority heritage.
considered to be ra'why do all the
"A black professor
cially sensitive.
"There"s a difcould be a role
white students sit
ferent perception
model for black stuout in front of the
depending on what
dents, which would
bookstore?'
9 •> give those students
walk of life you're
from, or what race
—Sandra Moor* someone to look up
you may be or what
to on campus,"
■^■^■^■^■^■™ Graves said.
culture you could'
be from," Moore said."I would like to
According to figures released by
see us progress faster towards cultural the president's office, the university
diversity than what I perceive we have employed 10 black faculty members
in the past," Moore said.
out of 639, or 1.6 percent, in the fall of
"I think it's very important that we 1991, and 698 out of 13,264 in-state
celebrate diversity and we appreciate students enrolled were black. Only
and respect everyone's individuality the University of Louisville enrolled
and how we're different," Moore said, more Kentucky black students than
"but also by going through the pro- Eastern last year.
cess, we learn how to work together
Phillip Macklin, a sophomore
more asacohesive group," said Moore. computer information systems major

Alpha Delta Pi

Stacy Baugh
Samantha Bennett
Heather Boblitt
Tabitha Carrier
Deborah Chasteen
Heather Compton
Christy Langley
Carrie Miller
Anne Muran
Renee New
Karen Newton

Congratulations!t

Initiated

"

Cliffs StudyWfere course reviews are a
dynamic new way to study for midterms
and finals.
♦ Interactive computer software
-work at your own pace
♦ Hundreds of on-screen
-questions
♦ Answer explanations
♦ Glossary, hints, graphs
and figures
♦ Immediate feedback

CRAFTS AM) MORK
\\ i- carr) .i complete lino ol .in supplies.
All Windsor Newton paints, brushes, and accessories.

106 ST. GEORGE ST.

mERLG

Need Cash?

The Kentucky
Network

GUYS CUTS
$9
GIRLS WET CUT
$9
GIRLS CUT & STYLE $15
112 ST. GEORGE ST
ACROSS FROM RECORDSMITH

623-3651

$20
624-9814
292 South Second St.

Monday, Tussday, and Thursday
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Wadnaaday and Friday
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. to Noon

BEAT YOUR HUNGER
WITH A CLUB.
7 to 9 p.m. Monday thru Saturday is
Happy Hour
For The Gals
Wednesday, Hot Buns Contest
For The Guys
Thursday Wet T-Shirt Contest
$150.00 First Prize
Nightly Food & Drink Specials

1-800-538-4433

Campus Plasma
Center
New Donors Receive

* Free Makeovers
* Ladies Accessories
* Jewelry & Purses

GED ON TV

of LEXINGTON

Where

noRmfin
cosmencs
624-9825

STAR

Located at Exit 99 off 1-75
For Information. Call (606) 263-STAR

Madison Co. Crisis Pregnancy Center
316 Geri Lane
624-3942
Richmond, KY 40475

•&
^

(Across from Recordsmith)

BOAT

Shis fall 'Rock the Boat" - the Star of Lexington, that
is, every Friday Night Just show your EKU student
ID and receive admission to our Starlight Party cruise,
which cruises from 10pm - midnight, for just $3 00. Also,
since you're sure to get thirsty out on the river, draft beers are
only $1.00 for EKU students. Cruise boards at 9:30pm, no
advance reservations are required.
Come early -• our
"Starlanding" floating bar is the ideal place to meet prior to the
cruise

m

WiH Honor Competitors T*
Coupons
clean store • clean machines

MICII1S r.

IIMKT ♦ UINIIS ♦ CMI.ll, ♦ [CIIIIICS • NT.IU ♦ SHUSHES

V?

Laura Martin

Present Coupon for
1 FREE WASH or
H$2 off drop-off servie
Shoppers Village
Eastern By-Pass
623-5014

Make the Grade

THE

!=

Mother's Coin
Laundry

630 Big Hill Avenue
Richmond, KY 40475

ROCK

KathleenNulf
Ginger Osborne
Lori Ping
Beth Rosenbaum
Sarah Scott
Laura Smith
Katie Sweet
Ginny Tapley
Melanie Warner
Angie Williams
Tara Wise

OBIC!

FREE
WASH

Baby's Breath. WITH COUPON)

would like to introduce
their newest members.

Kristen KeUer
Jaleh Allameh
Shannon LeMaster
Jessica Browder
Jennifer Lippert
Jenni Dalton
Shelley Long
Kim Deaton
Kim Marshall
Kelly Foster
Melissa Robinson
Kristi Franklin
Deborah Rousey
Andrea Hetman .
Ginger Smith
Paula Johnson
Mendi Todd

^clp.in sloro • clean machinr". • clnnnti

(Comes in paper with greenery and

Kappa Alpha Theta

would like to introduce its Fall '92
Alphas

PATA!

from Louisville, said that while resources do exist for the black student,
support needs to be increased." From
what I see, the Black Student Union is
not supported," said Macklin. "For an
organization like that to be well functioning, it needs other support from
the university as well as the students."
Macklin said he feels there is a
certain amount of favoritism towards
the majority at the university. "If we
had more black officials, maybe they
could weigh out the decisions and turn
the viewpoints around besides looking at us negatively and helping us out
positvely," Macklin said.
Macklin is also a Resident Assistant in Todd Hal 1, and while he assures
there is no problem with race relations
as of yet, he does feel there is a lack of
communication between him and the
rest of the staff in Todd Hall.
Macklin said he feels that it is his
responsibility not to be a victim of
racism or to receive any special treatment from the staff because he is a
minority.
Jazzma Poole, a senior accounting
major from Chicago, said that Eastern
does a sufficient job representing its
minorities.
However, Poole said she doesn't
feel black students do a very good job
representing themselves.
"The opportunities are there, we
just have to take advantage of them,"
Poole said. "Black organizations need
to get more support from blacks.
B lacks have to represent each other in
order to make things better for themselves," she said.

iSTATHERS FLOWER SHOP""
1 Dozen Roses $10.95

135 East Main Street

When your hunger just won't quit,
beat it with a Subway Club. It's
loaded with ham, turkey, roast beef
and free fixin's. Look out wimpy
burgers. Subway's Club is the
serious weapon against big
appetites.

r
i
Sub or Salad
i LimititAny
ner customer
one per

50tf off

~* ^ XTall Ahead for
Pick-Up
| Good at this location only
623-3458
Offer expires 10-1-92
I
•SUBUJrViT
539 LEIGHWAY DRIVE
EASTERN BY-PASS, RICHMOND
Mon. -Thurs. 11 am. - 1 a.m.. Fri. - Sat 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. - Midnight

tSUBUURV*
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HEALTH CARE: Jones offers
New budget cuts proposal
fdr statewide insurance
could affect
state universities
Continued from frontpage

There will be increased penalties
for Medicaid and insurance fraud
which will include raised fines and
longer prison sentences as a deterrent.
Also, medical malpractice claims
will be heard first by arbitration panmade once the financial report for the els. Decisions could be appealed to
By Joe Castle
first quarter of fiscal 1992-1993 is circuit courts, with losing plaintiffs in
Newsoditof
such appeals required to pay
available in October.
defendant's legal fees.
The
Appropriations
and
Revenue
The potability of a new round of
The proposal also includes a meabudget cuts in higher education doesn't committee gathers information to de- sure to monitor health care rates and
termine
if
the
budget
estimates
for
a
have university officials worried —
factors related to health care.
given year are going to be accurate and
yet
A three-person health care author"We have not been notified by reviews that information each month.
ity would be created to oversee health
Conflicting reports like those have care costs and in some cases, set insuranyone about any new cuts." Jim Clark,
director of planning and budget at muddied the picture even further for ance rales, should they become execsEastern, said, "but we have no idea if university officials, Clark said.
sive.
"Nobody knows who's right,"
they're on the way."
The authority will also develop
Clark
said.
Lawmakers in Frankfort are preworker's compensation reform legisFurther blurring the budgetary
paring to release the financial report
lation for action by the 1994 General
for the first quarter of fiscal year 1992- forecast for Kentucky schools this Assembly.
week was the
1993.
which
Jones proposal, if enacted, would
Governor's Consome economists
make Kentucky the first state to proference
on
are saying will
vide health care coverage to all its
Higher Educaindicate a major
■ ■ We have not been
tion Trusteeship, citizens.
revenue shortfall
A state law that would have rewhere legislators
for the state.
quired
all full-time college students
notified
by
anyone
about
told university
Clark said
enrolled in state colleges to have health
officials
from
Larry Lynch,
any new cuts, but we
across the state insurance was determined to be uneconomist for the
constitutional on July 31 by Franklin
were going
General Assemhave no idea if they're on they
Circuit Court Judge Roger L.
to have to make
bly, reported to
do
with
the
fundthe joint Interim
the way.
*'
ing they have.
Appropriations
However,
and Revenue
Clark said the reCommittee ear-^llm Clark cent news comlier this month
that he was pre- ^m^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ing from Frankfort isn't having Progress staff report
dieting a $185
million income shortage for the state any real impact at Eastern.
"We've not even been advised if
in fiscal 1992-93.
The university Philosophy Club
Lynch also told the committee we're going to have any changes," will sponsor an Oxford-style debate to
there is a possibility there might be a Clark said.
address the issue of family values Tues"If they're going to revise it (the day at 7:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
funding shortage as large as $210 milstate budget), it will beat least October
lion for fiscal 1993-94. Clark said.
Taking stands on the issue will be
However, other economists have before they start to make any deci- John Cooper, The traditional values
said it is too early in the year to make sions," Clark said. "We'll have to wait of working father, mother at home;''
any accurate estimates about revenue until we hear something before we Bonnie Gray, "Heterosexual moand that a closer prediction could be make any decisions of our own."
nogamy, with equal career opportuni-

THOROUGHBRED
GYMNASTICS, INC.
312 Spangler Or.
Richmond. Ky 40475

622-9685

Critienden.
According to Critlenden's ruling,
the law was considered special legislation because it required certain actions by a defined class of individuals.
In the ruling Criltenden wrote,
"This court cannot find in the statements of the purposes of the (student
insurance) act any rationale for imposing requirements upon college students which are not imposed upon the
general population of the state."
The health-care reform plan does
not directly affect college students,
however, it will have some effects on
them.
"If a student is an unemployed
state resident then they would have
their insurance covered by the plan,"
Hughes said. "However, it would be
on a sliding scale well below $108
average of the plan."
The health-care proposal would
probably not offer coverage to students who are unemployed from any
other stale, Hughes said about the
current plan.
"It is my understanding that if
students are not official residents then
the plan doesn't include them unless
they are employed. In that case the
employer would have to provide health
care insurance," he added.

Open Workouts for Adults
Wed. 8-9 Fri. 7-8
$5.00 drop-in basis
Offer the finest in gymnastics training for boys
and girts ages 18 months & up.
Classes in recreational & competitive gymnastics, [Ij
tumbling, trampoline & cheerleading training.

Attention Faculty and Students
We offer WordPerfect 5.1 for DOS or Windows
for ONLY $135.00!! Educational restrictions apply.
For details call 624-5000.

WORDSTAR

REGULAR MEN'S CUT
SHAMPOO & CUT
RAZOR CUT
FLAT TOP

$ 6.00
$ 9.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00

DR-DOS 6.0

ties;" and Bond Harris, "Any good
relationship, in any possible arrangement"
Each position is assigned to the
debaters and docs not necessarily represent their personal beliefs.
Moderating the debate will be
Brian Stratton of the department of
philosophy and religion.
The event is free and open to the
public.

), CUT*
$15.00
STYLE
WET CUT-SHAMPOO * $10.00
CUT
>ERM SPECIAL
$ 29.95
DESIGNER WRAP AND
EXTRA LENGTH
FRANCIS HOWARD
HAIR DESIGNER
MON TUES THURS FRI & SAT

["BACK TCTSCHOOL^
PERM SPECIAL
$29.95
| APPOINTMENT NEEDED a
•ONE COUPON PER PERSON
EXPIRES 10-1-92

i
i
i
i
L

638 Eastern By-Pass. University Center Richmond, KY
606-624-5000 Hours:9ani-(.pm Mon-Fri., I0am-4pm Sal.
|s*t\uif yowm lkli«>ItraOi. Jmwn Hcacli, lupMn. N»pkv Wrllin|i.>ii. w I'alin

i

i

$1.00 OFF
BARBER-STYLIST
SERVICES
ONE COUPON PER
PERSON
EXPIRES 10-1-92

$1.00 Single Loader
$1.50 Double Loader
$2.25 Triple Loader

623-9887
Arcade Games
Cable TV In Lounge
Coin Operated Self-Serve
Laundromat
Tanning Salon

Single Visit
5 Visits
12 Visits
15 Visits
20 Visits

$3.00
$12.50
$25.95
$30.00
$39.95

Appointments Available
Walk-Ins Welcome

r
i
i
i

$2.00 OFF
TANNING
PACKAGE

1
I
I
I

$1.50

Keystone Dry
$1.00
cover tiU.9\

$3.11
$3.73

Salads

$2.12

Baked Spaghetti & Garlic Bread

$4.67

Garlic Bread

$1.42

* Prices Do Not Include Sales Tax

Minimum Delivery $4.25

Call

623-0330

For Fast
FREE DELIVERY!

7&V

Present this coupon lor

GOOD LUCK COLONELS

. LARGE 14"
PIZZAS
•31 0310

We accept checksl Credit cards welcome. Visa,
Mastercard, Discover, BP, BP Sohio, BP Boron, BP Gulf.

Call us for your towing and road service
needs 24-hours a day
Bring this coupon and receive a small Slush Puppie

TREE

.-

Bourbon & Coke

Try our Hot 8" Pizza Sub;
Ham Sub; Sausage Sub &
Meatball Sub, each only
Steak Hoagies

200 S Second St Richmond. KY

.WITH THIS COUPON.

Visit Us at Hamm's B.P.
480 Eastern By-Pass
623-0604

t/FTt*

Moosehead
$2.00

Liter Drinks 90«
Frito-Lay Chips 71«
Pepsi, Mt. Dew, Dr Pepper, Diet Pepsi

Tanning Specials

T
FREE
I
I
DETERGENT
WITH THIS COUPON I
WHEN USING OUR I
WASHERS
J

IATURDA1

Moosehead
$2.00
Teq. Sunrise
$2.00
Keystone Dry
$1.00
No Cover
till

Moosehead
$2.00
Rum & Coke
$1.50
Keystone Dry
$1.00
JO COV1

Fl Si l.-n.Mo

CgEPT.19m^)

FRIDAY

HURSDA1

MCKII.

Richmond's #1 Party Spot

CSEPT.18m^>

207 Geri Lane
Richmond, KY 40475

155 South Keeneland Dr.
Richmond, KY 40475

r

PC Systems Factory Computer Outlet

Highlander
Laundry

Keeneland Wash
&Dry
623-1146
Lounge and Study Areas
Centrally Air Conditioned
Dry Cleaning Service
Wash & Fold Service
In Laundromat Same Day Service

r

Only $19.95

While supplies last.

Y'S

TERRI MCQUIRE
HAIR DESIGNER
TUESDAY-SATURDAY

It's Legal
PratMt row lamtty a*<d jrowr M*«U bv
(rMtsng yoor own binding l*gal documents.
Simple and Living Wilh. Power of Attorney
4'nlificaleiof trtuidnrnliip
« onMUlV>| and (■ortlractnt Agreemerm
It dl of Sale, Pi>nn»sr«y Noi«a and much more

Only $49.95

CSEPT. 17jjT^>

Introducing
John McCoy
Mm-bar/Sty list

Educational restrictions apply

Tka DOS that conatun a*a<« and bayond
Double dM noraf e capacMy of yow hard drive
rully DOS conipalibk
Read and wiite high pcif■ *mane <latk cache
Dnk deftagnwnlalirin
Ornpfeharttive pnMwnrd aevuiity tywam

OWNER/OPERATOR
WENDELL MCCOY
BARBER STYLIST

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
WALK-INS WELCOME

Lotus v2.4
$99.
Lotus v3.1plus.!
$129.
123 for Windows
$129.
AMI Pro for Windows..$99.

Do II all - from wntiof and «H«| to daaiftn.
page ksyuut and graphics Wsfc WordMat L*ttt.y.
ooosbma* lex l, graph-a and data ■ a bram
laclndM llft.OOO w<wd BSWUM and tn.000 wt«d

Eastern By Pass at Big Hill 623-9314

155 S. Keeneland Drive, Unit C
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
624-2126

Lotus Software

Legacy for Windows

Philosophy Club to sponsor
debate on family values

%

*
!

!^^^^W^M^^^^^MMMMMMji.

Retail Value $495.
Only $49.95

McCoy's famiCy 9{air Care

I

Gymnastics instructor needed U.S.G.F.
experience preferred.

Gas purchase of $8.00 or more required

Present this coupon tor

ONLY

.SMALL 10"
PIZZAS

*11.27

ONLY

$8.44

With 2 Toppings

Ta« Nol Includes

With 2 Toppings

Tax Not included

(Nol vahd «nlh Mh«r oll«r,i

E>p<r*i 9 30 9?

I Nol v*bd with other oMm)

Eip»r«« 9 30 92

Present this coupon for a

MEDIUM 12"
PIZZA
With 2 Toppings
(Nol vahd «mh othn ofl«t«l

Present this coupon for a

PIZZA SUB
SPECIAL
Piiia Sub, Garlic Bread.
& Liter Soft Drink
(Not vafcd with othtr often)

A»oug

ONLY

EXTRA LARGE 20"

'5.52
T.

I ol Included

j

Eip«M 9 30 97

123.03)0

"11.70

With 2 Toppings

Tin Nol Included

Present this coupon for a

PIZZA SUB
& SALAD

Tii Nol Included

|

EipnN 9 30 92

J

ONLY

PARTY PIZZA!
INMVJMWII"

ONLY

$4.67

Present (his coupon tor an

Choice of French. Italian.
1000 Island or Ranch Dressing
(Not valid with other often,

f.pKM 9 30 92

ONLY

H.67

Tai Nol included
E>f»M 9 30 92
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^Jbu know, ft/ jb cid/cuilour. l{ I c/ori+call my
parent/ every Sunday at exactly 5 o'clock,
they think I ^ kidnapped by a/fen r. or
Something. Anyway, o^e Sunday rne and
r^ark, we decide +o take-off and check out
the Cify. £<> we're hanj/'nj out and I look at
my watch. 5 e'clocJC* Ali-gAt, ft> my Calling
car^ and I head down to the /oca/ poof ha//.
("Which I happen to know ha; a payphone)
And I tell the folks the Martian; $et\d

£»

■rheir berf."

o matter where you happen to be, the AT&T
Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With
the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts
on AT&T Calling Card calls* And once you have your card,

MC»J

you'll never need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first call will
i mi
be free** And you'll become a member of AT&T Student
m «oe »?M i
ye
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that
saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.

To get an AT&T Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 85a
**■*-■ * aim >■ -*rr n all 0*t N«N ■> «r ante w «

AT&T
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Sisters devote lives,
classes together
For two allied health students.
sharing all the same classes and living together isn't all bad, even if the
students are twins.
Rachel and Becca Moore, freshman nursing majors from Lexington, are extremely close, even by
normal twin standards.
"We're our own best friends,"
Rachel said. "We get along great
and we share everything, from
clothes to a car to our friends. We
shared a room for 14 years at home."
Sharing the same room and the
same class schedule at college keeps
them constantly together.
"But we have no rivalries,"
Rachel said. "Actually, having each
other there is better for our grades.
We push each other."
Rachel and Becca are not the
only Moore siblings on campus.
Their older brother, Chris, a senior
health care administration major,
commutes from Lexington and visits his sisters often.
"Yeah, he comes up and eats all
our food," Becca said.
Chris quickly defended himself.'
"We do eat lunch out sometimes.
Yeah, we make fun of each other a
lot, but in a playful way. After all.

photo submitted

Freshmen nursing students, Beccs end Rachel Moore from Lexington, said sharing the same
room and taking the same classes doesn't Incite rivalry; it only enables them to succeed. The
twins are pictured above with brother, Chris, a senior health care administration major.

Identical twins strive for identity

Siblings
clash over
personality
differences
Going to college with your
older brother or younger sister,
how bad could it be?
Although April Rogers is a
woman of few words, when it
comes to her brother, Greg, she
knows exactly how to describe
their relationship.
"He's nicer to me when we're
at school. He picks on me a lot at
home," April, a freshmen special
education major said. "He beats
up on me and teases me."
"Yeah, I still beat up on her,
but 1 don't hurt her," Greg, an
undeclared sophomore, said.
Frankfort siblings, April and
Greg said their differences go beyond physical appearances.
"He's outgoing and rebellious," April said, "and I'm more
introverted."
/
"Definitely!" Greg agreed.
"She never got into any trouble,
and I stayed in trouble. We're
totally different."
Their six-year age difference
adds more diversity. At a time in
April's life when most big brothers would be guarding the door
from boyfriends and fighting
away pursuers, Greg was defending his country.
He left for the Marines when
April was in the tenth grade.

Inside
■ Two mixed
reviews of
Robert
Redford movie
"SNEAKERS,"
B2.
H Lacrosse
hosts UK, B5.
B Coach Roy
Kidd said
Northeast
Louisiana
could be best
team Eastern
will face this
year, B6.
Next week
Paintball Mania

they know who the king is."
"Yep, we're just lowly peasants," Becca said.
The twins recalled a story and
after arguing a while about who is
going to tell u. Rachel finished the
story.
"We do that a lot," Rachel said,
"finishing each other's stories, that
is."
"Chris used to drag Becca
around the house by the feet," Rachel
said, "and I would just laugh ..."
"Yeah," Becca cut in. "Until he
would hit my head against a door
frame and Rachel would start crying and yelling at Chris to leave me
alone."
The three come from a close
family with a strong Christian faith,
which they all agree is the reason
they arc so close, they said.
"One of our main goals is to stay
as close as we arc no w ."Becca said.
"Chris is graduating and getting
married in December and it won't
be as easy to stay in touch, but we're
gonna try."
And they do share another bonding factor: music.
"We all love country music,"
Becca said.

Progress photo by BOBB1 ]0 SHIELDS

April Rogers said the sixyear age difference between
her and brother Greg make
it difficult for them to relate
to one another.
"Mom went crazy worrying
about him, and the rest of us in the
family had to keep her calm. I wrote
him a lot," April said.
"When he came back, he still
saw me as a little kid. Even now he
sees me as a little girl," she said.
They do agree on one thing,
though. They have become closer
since attending school together.
"We don't see each other a lot,
butwc'recloserwhcnwedo,"Greg
said. "I try to include her when I go
out with my friends, but she usually doesn't go."
"They always call me on such
short notice. He's so . . .," April
said.
"Spontaneous?" Greg asked.
"Yeah, definitely spontaneous."

Identical faces doesn't necessarily mean identical personalities for two university students.
Juniors Karen and Karla
Hattery of Macy, Ind., were at one
lime typical twins. They were identical in thought and action, not to
mention appearance.
"We dressed the same, said
the same things and liked the same
things," Karen, an elementary education major, said.
For about 16 years, the twins
not only looked alike, but they also
dressed alike, thought alike, and
acted alike. It wasn't until their
sophomore year of high school, the
sisters emerged into two very distinct personalities, they said.
"It just happened," Karla, a
nursing major, said. "We wanted to
be our own individual selves. We
didn't want to be just alike just
because we're twins. We still think
alike and enjoy some of the same
things, but now we're ourselves."
Looking alike does have its
advantages. The sisters still enjoy a
little practical joke or two, especially when they can fool those
around them about which sister they
arc actually talking to.
Karen recalls a time they
switched on her boyfriend."Actu.illy, it was an accident. He came up
to me and started talking like I was
Karen, so I played along," Karla
said.
Boyfriends were not the only
OIKS that experienced the switch.
"In fifth grade, we went to
each other's class." Karla said.
"One teacher was in on it, but the
other had no idea."

photo submitted

Twins Karla and Karen Hattery from Macy, Ind., once switched
places to fool their teachers. Now each sibling struggles to be
own Individual. They are shown here with twin siblings Kent
and Kevin and two close friends who are also twins.
Karen and Karla arc not the
only set of twins in their family.
Their older brothers, Kent and
Kevin, 24, who are also twins, ran
cross country and track for Eastern.
They graduated in 1990.
"We turn a lot of heads when
we walk around together," Karla
said. "People would ask us if we
were quads. We would just laugh
and explain that we were two sets of
twins."
Since the age of 8, the Hattery
sisters have been to the annual twin

convention live limes. On Labor
Day, they traveled with their brothers to Atlanta with about 300 other
sets of twins
"It was really strange to see
two sets of twins in one family,"
Karla said. "Karen and I and Kent
and Kevin all wore sweatshirts that
said 'Hattery Twins.' and we got a
lot of looks from that."
Ironically. Karen and Karla
heard about the convention from
their piano teachers, who just happen to be twins.

Pikeville brothers carry on family tradition, football
For Tim and Chris McNamee,
from Pikeville, it's a family tradition to attend Eastern.
Chris, a senior physical-education major, had his older brother,
Pat, "show him the ropes" when
he came to school.
"Pal helped me adjust," Chris
said. "He helped me get over the
culture shock of being in college.
He showed me around campus
and introduced me to 060016."
Chris's role is now reversed.
He must now show the ropes lo
his younger brother, Tim.
"There's an advantage to
having an older brother at school,"
Tim, a junior horticulture major,
said. "He helped me out as far as
meeting people and getting on the
team."
Tim is a punter for the
Colonels' football team and Chris
is a student assistant on the coaching staff for the Colonels. They

66 The only thing
we argue about
is driving. He
says I can't
95
drive.
—Chris McNamee

said football is their bond.
"We practice a lot together and
help each other out," Tim said.
But the brothers said they arc
not really competitive in sports or
otherwise.
"You could say maybe academics. Not so much competing, but
whoever gets better grades docs ha ve
the bragging rights," Chris said.
As far as being closer as broth-

photo by GREG PERRY

ers, Chris said, "We live together so
we sorta have to deal with each other.
The only thing we argue about is
driving. He says I can'tdrive. But we
have to do things now that we didn't
do together at home."

"Yeah," Tim said, 'Things like doing dishes and the laundry."
" And we never would have gone
grocery shopping together at home."
Chris said. "We also just put in a flower
garden together."

Progress photo by MARK WHIT!'.

Chris McNamee (left) helped
his brother Tim (above)
adjust to college life. They
said that football Is their
bond.
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He said
By George Roberts
Progress film critic

"Sneakers," a new film directed
and co-written by Phil Alden
Robinson, (Field of Dreams) serves
up a high-tech cloak and dagger story
of industrial and governmental espionage.
An ensemble cast including Robert Redford, Ben Kingsley, Dan
Aykroyd, Sidney Power and River
Phoenix pushes the tiresome tale
around the screen.
The fatal flaw of "Sneakers" is its
failure to suspend our cynicism that
the events we are witnessing could
ever really happen.
Martin Bishop (Redford) heads a
team of computer hackers who make
their living breaking into public and
private security systems, on contract,
to test their reliability.
His colleagues are all somewhat
disreputable dudes who found refuge
in Bishop's firm.
Crease (Poitier) is a former CIA
agent who no longer works there due
to some unspeakable act of violence.
Whistler (David Strathaim) is a
blind con man who advances the dumb
stereotype that those without sight hear
better than people who see.
Mother (Aykroyd) is a fat conspiracy nut who drives everyone nuts
with his baseless theories.
Carl (Phoenix) is a post-juvenile

iBUCCANEl
'DRIVEL-IN
US 26 Norfc • 624-8250
Fri.-Sai.-Sun. „

Jerry Pennington, editor
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delinquent who is there to balance out
the heavy tilt of middle aged actors,
presumably.
None of this renowned suppoting
cast makes much impact.
Only Liz (Mary McDonnell) as
Bishop'sex-girlfriend, who is dragged
against her will into the developments,
provides a peripheral character of substance.
Bishop began his career as a
"sneaker" following his descent into a
life on the lam.
He narrowly avoids arrest for lapping into computer files of conservative governmental agencies and rerouting funds to groups like the Black
Panthers.
The government hasn't forgotten
him.
His buddy and partner in crime
Cosmo is, however, not so fortunate.
Cosmo gets busted and Bishop received word he had died in prison.
Bishop eventually meets up with
Cosmo, (Ben Kingsley) who is still
very much alive, after a 25 year absence.
Cosmo, who formerly spoke like a
kid from the Midwest, now has a thick
British accent, a trendy ponytail and a
bad altitude.
Prior to his encounter with Cosmo,
B ishop and company are suekered into
what they think is a legitimate, though
dangerous job for the National Security Agency.
Though Bishop is a computer whiz,
he shows an appalling lack of common sense by failing into the trap set
for him by these front men for Cosmo.
The two "agents" inform Bishop they
are aware of his past and will turn him

She said

Movie Review

'Sneakers'

New movie about industrial
espionage experts receives
mixed reviews from editors

Photo courtesy of UNIVERSAL PICTURES

River Phoenix, Robert Redford, Dan Aykroyd and Sidney Poltler
play a group of misfits who are hired by Industries to test their
security systems by trying to break Into them.

in if he refuses to cooperate in their
scheme.
The implausible scam involves
stealing a black box which can enable
the user to access any computer files
in existence.
Needless to say. Bishop and his
mates are in high demand by the government and others who know of their

little venture.
The mincing Cosmo forces a showdown with the sneakers, which must
be seen to be disbelieved.
One faint breath of realism does
blow through this flick, though. It
takes almost the entire movie for a
haggard Redford to seduce
McDonnell.

Adm "3.00
Opens At 730
WOWI WHAT A GREAT
DOUBLE FEATURE

wV

JACK'S
CLEANERS

NEW HEROES
And 2nd Feature...

R
Pre-Show
Music From

WHOOPI
GOlDBtHG

m

TOWNE CINEMA
Main St. • 623-5032

fi£\

15.

)

&s?

Wash and Fold Service 50* per pound

'Q'-rpu

s..u5"1
All Seal.
All Tim..

compact discs
cassettes
posters
t-shirts

HHEIR OWN
l:lt Mlflhlly

Dan Aykroyd, former Blues
Brother, portrays Mother, a witty guy
who can figure out any problem presented to him. Aykroyd was underplayed in the movie, but with a cast
like this one, it would be hard to get
prime lime.
Bishop (Redford) is the exception
to the rule. He is overplayed in "Sneakers." This "Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid" actor demonstrates
what it's like making a career out of
acting with no talent. Should a man be
judged on looks alone?
Ben Kingsley plays Cosmo,
Bishop's college chum who wants to
seek revenge on his former buddy. It
may fall short of an academy-award
winning performance, but his talent is
worth noting.
"Dances with Wolves" actress,
Mary McDonnell, portrays Bishop's
former girlfriend, Liz. Her cool demeanor adds just enough spice to the
pack's masculine nature.
But by far the character that brings
the most interesting, humorous angle
to the story is Whistler, played by
David Stralhairn. Whistler's blindness
only enhances his sense of touch and
knowledge.
The plot lakes you through international whirlwinds. You never
know who to trust. There arc just too
many secrets unleashed in every corner.
But "Sneakers" docs accomplish
what it set out to accomplish: entertain. To any moviegoer, this one is a
must see. It somewhat reminds me of
a 1992 version of WarGames. In any
-case, the all-star cast will keep you
wondering what will happen next.

Your Life >
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9
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'Quality Dry Cleaning at Reasonable Prices'

^=-

■tin*. Sun. 1 p.m

"Shoes?" Robert Rcdford's character Martin Bishop asked his colleague, Carl.
"Expensive," Carl, who is played
by River Phoenix, said.
Meet two members of an industrial espionage group made up of misfit experts hired by companies to sneak
on their own security systems. Thus,
making the team, "Sneakers."
Directed by Phil Alden Robinson,
who brought us Field of Dreams,
"Sneakers" packs two hours of accomplished actors into one entertaining drama.
The movie explains how two college buddies. Bishop (Redford) and
Cosmo (Ben Kingsley, of Ghandi
fame) who once plotted to swindle
money from various bank accounts,
carry their plot on 20 years later, in
very different ways.
Bishop (Redford) organized a
group of mismatched, yet effective
characters for h is expert partners, each
of which is unique and creative in his
own right.
Sidney Poitier, who is remembered
for his role in "Guess Who's Coming
to Dinner?," gives another great performance as Crease, a former CIA
agent with a secret. The secret 1 never
quite figured out, but Crease's character adds respectability to the dangerous clan.
River Phoenix, belter known for
his role in "Stand by Me," portrays
teenage rebel Carl, a young turk who
once changed his grades by breaking*
into his school's computer.
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By Amy Ermans
Accent editor
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EKU BY-PASS • 623-7070
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205 Water Street
Downtown
Rich mood

623-6244

•Ask About
Student Discounts"
Just OH Campus

"Drop-off Service"
1088 Bamea Mill Rd.
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DEFIANCE
For Use In Lawful Self Defense
SEND $15.95 - CK. or M.0. TO:
B00NE ENTERPRISES, P.O.BOX 16151,
ST. PETERSBURG^FL 33733

STOPS attackers instantly,
but causes no permanent
injury.
SUBDUES and repels
viceus animals.
POTENT chemical that WD
completely- disable attacker.
GUARANTEED lor
minimum of 2 yrs.
SPECIAL resistant tension
prevents accidental
discharge.
PROVEN device is as easy
to use as hair spray, yet
provides complete
protection.

BATMAN
RETURNS
Nightly 7:00

HSIiS

'Kentucky's Largest Health & Fitness
Corporation"

11 YEAR ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL #
$11.00 for One Month*
Super Circuit
Training
Reebok Step
Aerobics
Indoor Track
LifeSteps

/

UfeCycles
30 Aerobics
Classes A Week
Diet Programs
Tanning Beds

Jffi 624-0100

629 Eastern By-Pass
(Behind Roses)

* with purchase of regular memberahip
\

Monday Night Football
at

Bottle's
Free Papa John's Pizza
Bud Light and Maker's Mark

99<t
The Bottle's Neck is available for private functions Tuesdays and Wednesdays
call 623-8324 or 624-2556 for information
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Winning Combination

Music Review

Dillon Fence plays
pure rock' n' roll
By Steve Wolf
Staff writer

When I walked into Bubble's Cat
Club last Wednesday I was expecting
to hear a band that had nothing to do
with the college scene, and little to do
with raging rock music.
This was not the case.
Dillon Fence, a four-man band
from Chapel Hill, N. C, performed
unchained-southem-fried-kick-buttprogressive-edged-rockn' roll that you
don't often see in Kentucky.
Dillon Fence is sculpted in the
southern rock tradition, the band plays
hard, aggressive, loud music that
makes you rise off your feet and move.
"We take a pure-pop approach to
our music," said lead singer, guitarist.

□ MUSIC
Onyx will be performing
tonight through Saturday at
Phone 3 Lounge located on
First Street. Shows begin nightly
at 8 p.m.
Nonchalant will perform
tonight at Bubble's Cat Club on
Second Street.

Plasma A Hi mice ami You!

writer, Greg Humphreys in a recent
Rolling Stone article.
What I saw was not what I would
categorize as a pop music show.
There were no electronic keyboards, no automated, synthetic drums
and no band members dressed like
Prince.
What I saw was pure melody with
energy to burn.
Dillon Fence is molded from the
same southern clay that brought bands
like R.E.M. to the forefront of the
alternative music arena, the only real
difference being Dillon Fence is not as
defined.
This band has as much talent as
another band that visited Bubble's—
B lack Cat Bone. They j ust need to fi nd
their niche and crawl into it.
Mojo Filter Kings will
perform on Friday, followed by
Helen Back on Saturday night.
Fourteen of Kentucky's finer
high school marching bands will
journey to Richmond on
Saturday, Sept. 19 to participate
in the Madison Central Sixth
Annual Tournament of Bands.
Preliminary competition will begin
at 1 p.m., and the finals,
featuring the eight top scoring
bands, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Madison Central High School
Stadium. Tickets are $5 for
adults and $3 for students and
available at the front gate.
Big Audio Dynamite II and

a*

Vv
Meet New Friends!
Photo submitted

Dlllton Fence, who performed at Bubble's last Wednesday, has
the sound of an early 80s alternative rock force.

Simple, crisp, clear, understandable music will bring Dillon Fence
more than just a loyal regional following. It could bring them into the vast
openings in the national music scene.
Dillon Fence has the sound of an

Morehead.
Artist registration is from 8-10
a.m. and the show will be open
for viewing from 1 -4 p.m.
All artwork submitted must be
original, framed and ready for
hanging.
The festival features
professional and non□ ART
professional categories in
landscape, still life, portraits,
All artists are invited to
animals, flowers and nature, nonparticipate in the 12th annual
objective and miscellaneous.
Pine Grove Competition and
Prizes and ribbons will be
Art Festival co-sponsored by the
awarded by prominent artist
city of Morehead and the
Russell MeClannahan of Irvine.
Morehead Art Guild. It will be
For further information call (606)
held Oct. 10 at the Carl Perkins
784-6238.
Community Center in

Lucy's
Attractions
Now Open [

624-5619

Open 7 a.m. - Midnight
Michelob $12* case
Absolute Vodka or Stoli
Your Choice $13%>ml
Jim Beam or Seagram's 7
Your Choice $8 %0ml
Complete Lottery Outlet

early 80s alternative rock force. This
seems to be the kind of music that is
coming back to the front of rock n'
roll, and Dillon Fence, with continued
dedication and heart-pounding rock,
could be in for the ride of their lives.

Jewelry

6ED ON TV

Ladles' Sportswear

The Kentucky
Network

Hours:
Monday thru Saturday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

p Plasma alliance

$20 — 2nd

Committed to being the Best
2043 Oxford Circle
254-8047
Hours:
Mon-Thurs 7a.m.-9p.m.
Fri- 7a.m.-^p.m.
Sat & Sun 8:30a.m.-3:30p.m.

1-800-538-4433

ID Required

.4// new and 30 day plus inactive donors
eligble. Call or stop by for details.

r

Let your parents know what you're doinji
Send them

S

The Eastern Progress
Call 622-1872
for subscription information

BUBBLES

Ladles' Apparel

Accessories

$20 —1st

$15 — 3rd
$15 - 4th
$25 — 5th
$95
within 3 weeks

Royal Crescent Mob will be
playing at 8 p.m.. Sept. 28 at the
University of Kentucky student
center ballroom. General
admission tickets are $16 and
available at all Ticketmaster
Outlets.

Big Hill Liquor Outlet
Big HID Ave.

Check out our new
payment plan

Tonight:
Nonchalant

Friday:

Mojo filter Kings
Nappy Hour
Nightly till <i p.m.
All Imports 11 SO
b2H->968
All Domestic 11.00
226 S. Second St. No Cover 00fore 6 p.m.

CLUB

10% Student Discount

624-9677

130 North Second Street
4

«SUBUJRY*
On The Corner of Second and Water

Daily Specials
6" Sub, Chips, and Medium Drink
Sunday

Meatball

$2.89

Monday

Cold Cut Combo

2.89

Tuesday

Tuna

3.59

Wednesday

Turkey Breast

3.59

Thursday

Subway Club

3.99

Friday

Seafood & Crab

4.29

Go Colonels!
Saturday

BMT

3.89

624-9241
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s
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atio®
"It's our birthday, but YOU
• get the presents"!
Thursday, September 17th thru Sunday, September 20th

MALL WIDE SALE
Friday, September!8th
6:30 p.m. Musical entertainment by
the Penny Loafers.

4 COLORS PRINTED
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NO SCREEN
CHARGES IN
SEPTEMBER
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inkspot

custom
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•" sportswear
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t-shirts sweats caps 606-624-3636

Saturday, September 19th
10:00 a.m. Balloon Room
Balloons filled with prizes for the
first 500 customers.
1:00 - 5:00 p.m. Musical Entertainmenti

Richmond

MALL
830 Eastern By-Pass • Richmond. Ky 40475
606-623-2111

MALL HOURS:
Mon - Sal.
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday
12:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
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Students discover local tradition
Races attract
younger crowd,
serious drivers
By Angle Hatton
Activities adtor
Visitors to the Richmond Raceway will hear it before they see it.
The yelling fans and roaring cars
ate so loud that several neighbors cornplained last year until the track received a midnight curfew, effective
this year.
Despite all the noise it makes,
many students don't even know Richmond has a car racing track.
The crowd is mostly families and
male racing fans, but Wesley Jenkins,
the new owner, said the track has been
getting a larger college-age crowd
lately.
It's an oval-shaped din track .3
miles long with the sides banked about
23 degrees. Four different classes of
cars are raced every Saturday starting
about 7:30 p.mand sometimes on
holidays.
The Late Models run first to be
sure the class gets completed before
the midnight curfew.
The Late Models are the main
attraction because the payoff is usually between $1000 and S2000 for a
win in this class. Such a large purse
attracts drivers from five states.
Late Model cars resemble
NASCAR automobiles, the owners
have sponsors, and the drivers take it

very seriously becasue they are hoping for a chance to race at the NASCAR
level.
Jenkins said that some unspoken
rivalries and personal competitions
break out among the regular competitors, but it's all in fun and no one talks
about them.
The next class is the UNP Modified Class. UNP stands for United
Midwestern Promoters.
This is the next class below the
Late Models in cost and prestige. The
cars are less expensive replicas of
Late Models.
The payoff is $200 to S300 in this
class.
Next is the bomberclass which are
street stock cars that are only modified
for safety.
Windows are removed, a roll bar
is installed and letters and nicknames
are painted on the sides of such cars as
Mustangs or Pintos.
The last class is the "Road Hogs"
class. These are street stock cars who
have to be of a certain size to compete
based on the length of the wheel base.
"They just take one off the street,
knock the glass out, put a roll bar in
and run it," Jenkins said.
This class is for amateurs and only
pays $100.
Jenkins said he spends a lot of
time during the day reworking the
track becasue it gets pretty torn up
after a night of racing where there are
bound to be wrecks.
"Youcan'tiell,"Jenkinssaid."We
might get anywhere from two to a
hundred wrecks a night."
The track is situated on about the

Live jazz coming
to Keen Johnson
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By Chryssa Zizos
Staff writer
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Progress photo fry BOBBI ]0 SHIELDS

Two late model cars fight for the leading position In a critical
turn at the Richmond Raceway's Saturday night race.
exact spot the runway from the old
Richmond airport was in the 1930s.
The race track itself has been
around since the 50s in the same location but it has had about four different
owners.
The newest owner, Jenkins a native of Irvine, took over ownership of
the track this spring when the season
opened.
The racing season is about six or
seven months a year, May through
October.
Admission is S7 for the grandstands and $13 to hang out with the
drivers and crews in the pits, the cen-

ter of the track.
The din kicked up from the cars
makes for plenty of dust clouds that
can be seen rising above the track on
the way down Greens Crosing Road
to the track.
To get to the track from campus,
go past the mall to the end of the
bypass and turn right onto US 52. Go
about three miles and turn left onto
Greens Crossing Road.
Patrons can expect a good coating
of dust before the races are over and a
miniature version of the thrills experienced and danger witnessed at the
Indy 500.

LIVE JAZZ

Live jazz, free music and Cajun
food make for a fun evening and a
chance to develop race relations.
Saud Live Jazz will perform
Monday night in the Keen Johnson
Ballroom, sponsored by Eastern's
Office of Minority Affairs.
The concert will kick-off at 8
p.m. with a night club atmosphere
and free food and drink provided
by The New Orleans Cafe.
"This will be a great opportunity to cross cultural barriers and
interact among faculty, staff and
most of all other students." Sandra
Moore, director of minority affairs and faculty advisor of The
Black Student Union, said.
In the past, this event was held
during the day inside the Grill, but
due to its success and interest of
students, the event has outgrown
the Grill and pushed its way up to
the Keen Johnson grand ballroom.
"I am especially interested in
attending an OMA-sponsored
event because they are always fun,"
Eastern student Maisha Thomas
said. "I think that the concert concept will be a great way to initiate
minority interactions."
"We have too many closeminded people in this world,"
Betsy Neal, a student from Irvine,

"Saud"- Live
TIME: 8 p.m.
DATE: Monday. Sept. 21
PLACE: Keen Johnson
Ballroom
□ Admission is free and
open to the public
said. "I am excited to attend the
jazz event because I believe in supporting all the organizations on
Eastern's campus."
Both Thomas and Neal plan to
having a good time while intermingling and developing race relations.
There is no cover charge, no
student I. D. required or age requirement according to Sandra Moore.
Everyone is invited and the dress
code is casual.
"The Office of Minority Affairs sponsors various services that
include cultural and educational
programs which stress to the students the importance of their heritage, while encouraging them to
exchange information on cultural
diversity and unification," Moore
said.
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Lung Cancer Takes
16 Years Off a Life.

100 T-SHIRTS TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT
SATURDAY'S PRE-GAME COOKOUT
AT ALUMNI COLISEUM PARKING LOT
Compliments of:

Give yourself some tune. Quit now.
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corner of first and main • richmond, ky • 624-2200
t-shirts • sweatshirts • caps • jackets • much more

And their sponsors:
Talk of the Town, Paco's, Central Liquor, Hamm's BP, Movie Warehouse,
TazwelPs, Subway, Madison Garden & New Orleans Cafe

Galen Abdur-Razzaq
AN EVENING WITH
"SAUD" - LIVE JAZZ
MONDAY, SEPT. 21,1992
8 P.M.
KEEN JOHNSON BALLROOM
You are invited to enjoy AN EVENING WITH
SAUD" - LIVE JAZZ. This exciting four-piece jazz
combo is led by Galen Abdur-Razzaq. SAUD's music is exciting, relaxing and definitely entertaining.
The Keen Johnson Ballroom will be transformed
into a night dub atmosphere for the performance.
Cajun popcorn, sodas and samples of jambalaya
from New Orleans Cafe will be served as refreshments for the evening.
//
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1 12"
1 Item and 2 Cokes

$4.99
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1 14"
1 Item
and 2 Cokes

$5.99
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No Charge
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Sponsored by the Office of Minority Affairs
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Activities

'Fastest game on two feet'
Lacrosse plays
UK in first ever
home game

EKU vs. UK
Sunday
2 p.m.
Intramural fields

By Angle Hatton
Activities editor

"Come experience civilized violence."
Thii was Che invitation printed on
fliers last year when the idea of forming a lacrosse club at Eastern was fust
bom.
Since last October when the fliers
were posted around campus. Eastern
has produced a lacrosse team that is
gaining recognition both on this campus and among their competition.
The Lacrosse club which was
formed last year is having its first
home game this Sunday against the
reigning district champ, Kentucky.
Newly formed clubs such as
Eastern's are only allowed to play at
home after they have played for a
season of away games to prove themselves.
They must prove that they are serious about starting a team and that
they have the talent to be competitive.
Once that they have proven their
worthiness, teams will then, theoretically, come here to play.
Player, coach and team founder.
Chuck Cash, said that last year only
two players on the team, himself and
the other coach, had ever played lacrosse before.
At UK, the average player has
played about six years.
For the upcoming UK game. Cash
is optimistic. He said some UK players practiced with Eastern's squad

m 2i\ mi «|

The lacrosse field is 110 feet by 60
feet and die game has four bask types
of players: attackmen (offense),
defensemen, midfielders, and
goal tenders.
Among these players is a S1-yearold surgeon from Parti A Clay who
played at Johns Hopkins in his college
days.
His name is William Mitchell and
Cash described him as a tough player,
a blast, an intellectual and a cool guy.
Mitchell is qualified to play because he works with the nursing department on campus.
Another unusual player is graduate student Terri Kendall, a former
All-American women's field hockey
player. Right now the coaches are
trying to decide between Kendall and
a male player for a starting midfielder
position.
The game of Lacrosse is played
like a high-speed version of soccer
where it's not uncommon for 20 goals
to be scored in a game.
This sport where the shots often
reach speeds over 100 miles an hour
and where bruises from a ball's impact will usually last three weeks seems
like a sport only for Hercules types.
In fact. Cash said, "It's like
Metallica meets WWF (the World
Wrestling Federation), but it's not
fake."
Some typical players returning
from last year are Lacrosse Club president, Greg Motier; vice president,
Shawn Platt, or Splat to his teammates, and treasurer Clint Carter.
Presently, Eastern's club is not
part of a conference, but Cash will
attend a coaches' meeting in October
of the Midwest Lacrosse Association
and he expects Eastern to join the
association in the spring, he said.

earlier this year and that Eastern players weren't intimidated by them.
"My idea of a victory is my guys
giving me 110 percent,'' Cash said.
Last year's team ended with an 08 record. Cash said they were
"everyone's favorite underdog" because they were all still learning.
When Cash decided to form a team
last year, he posted SO fliers around
campus and within two days, received
30 calls.
Dusty Wethington, a lacrosse
player Cash met when he played for
UK, helps him coach. Cash called him
for help after he realized how many
people were interested in playing lacrosse.
Wethington is the offensive coordinator while Cash takes care of the
defense.
About IS of last year's players
stuck it out for this year and IS or 16
new players have signed up.
Cash expects that this year's new
players will pick things up more
quickly because the veteran players
will be able to show them the ropes.
The game of lacrosse is played
with 10 players on the field at a time
and Eastern's team now has enough
players to play a full scrimmage game
at every practice.
Since it is a club sport, the players
foot all their own expenses except for
help from the Intramurals department
with nets, goals and other supplies.

24 Hour Tanning
Center

"Before You Travel Anywhere
Travel On Third"

Student Special j
Beef and Bean Enchilada '
Rice or Beans

10 visits for $24.95
20 visits for $45.00
NEW BULBS HAVE ARRIVED

Go
Colonels!
624-8785

HfflFTi
astern By>£ai

104 S. Third St

SupportiteCflton*
Optometrist

Dr. William T. Reynolds

i

Corner of First
and Water Stree
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Dr. C. L. Davis

Optometrist

$2.49

$$ Save $$
EKU Faculty and Staff
i

Dr. William R. Isaacs

CALENDAR

Tan at your convenience at our

Travel On Third

Conference Room. First day
meeting of Golden Key Honor
Society. Call Kim Hubert for more
information.

The Madison County Youth
Football Program wi be holding •
man's eoftbell tournament at the
Lake Robs Softball Complex Sept.
25 - 27. Contact Jewel kjo at 6236558.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Christian Student
Fellowship wil meet every
Health education and free blood
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at ths Daniel
pressure screening will be held at
TODAY
Boons Statue. Free fun. food, and
Kroger from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
fellowship. Non-denominationsL
sponsored by the American Heart
Everyone welcome.
10:30 to 2 p.m. Cotoiwl Roast Is Association and ths BS nursing
Campus Democrats host voter
sponsored by ths Top Floor, CD* P
students.
registration drive at 6 p.m. Sept 23
and EKU Athletic Marketing. Pap
Students are invited to submit
in the Wallace Building.
rally with Irss com on ths cob and
stories, articles, poems, travel notes
Students for Christ sponsor
othsr food, gamss and contests.
or anything else with an
Bible study. For information on
Applications and sntry INS for
international theme for possMe
informal smal group studies csl
Homecoming Quean Candidates
publication in EKU International
1717 or 623-7283.
are due no later than 4:30 p.m. today Magazine. Deadline is Oct. 1. Send
Baptist Student Union
at the Student Activities Office,
materials to Keith 140.
sponsors Together In Fellowship
Powell 128.
The Eptooopal Canterbury
(TGIF) worship service every
Fellowship wil meet Tuesday
Tuesday at 9 p.m.
nights at 8 p.m. at the Catholic
UPCOMING
Teacher education students
Newman Center, 405 University
who took the CTBS test before
Drive. Call Reverend Arthur
Spring 1990 must retake the test
Sept. 20 - 2 p.m. Intramural fields Conaway for more Information at
Questions may directed to Bonnie
Lacrosse plays University of
623-2430.
Kentucky.
Campbel at 622-1828.
The International Office needs
Student Lie Department and
6 p.m. at the home of Dorothy
recipes for an International
Intramurals will be sponsoring free
and William Sutton Sigma Tau
Cookbook. Send recipes to Keith
aerobics eta ease in Totford and
Delta English Honorary hosts
140.
Case Hale Mondays through
picnic and croquet See bulletin
Walt Disney World offers hourly
Thursdays. Tsfford classes are at
board outside Wallace Rm. 217 for
positions within theme parks and
630 p.m. Case times wfi be
details.
resorts for Spring 1993 only. All
announced.
8 p.m. Kennamer Room, Powell.
majors will be considered. Those
Kentucky Federation of Music
Explorer's Club to meet. Bring
interested must attend a mandatory
Clubs Is spon soring ths Young
outdooring ideas. For more
meeting from 6-8 p.m. in Burrter 101
Artlet end Student Audition
information, call Dwight at 4309.
on Sept 28. Students needing
Competition to be held at Eastern
Sept. 22-9 p.m. Wallace
assistance may come at 10:30 a.m.
Jan. 30.1993. Applications are
Building. First night meeting for
Anyone interested in forming a
due Nov. 15. First place receives
Golden Key Honor Society. Can
support group for non-traditional
$7,500. Contact Shirley Desne at
Kim Hubert lor more information at
students can call the Counseling
2164 for more information.
4558.
Center at 1303.
Baptist Student Union
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Powell Building
Sept 18 - 9 a.m. The Society
sponsors free aerobics Monday
Lounge. 5th Annual EKU Personal
for Professional Journalists is
Wednesday, adn Thursday from 6
Computer Fair.
holding a high school newspaper
p.m. to 7 p.m.
7 p.m. Conference Room A,
competition and workshop in the
Open houses wM be held at the
Powell Building, Informal meeting tor Keen Johnson building.
Chaee College of Law. Anyone
any former Girl Scout or BoyScout
Anyone who would Ike to send
interested In applying to law school
7:30 p.m. Brock Auditorium of the food for pets in the Florida hurricane
can contact the admissions office at
Coates Building The Philosophy
disaster area can send It to this
(606)572-«476.
Club will present an Oxford style
address: Dado County Animal
fellowship of Christian
debate called "What are good family
Trust Fund, Dade County Animal
Athtstss wil begin holding
values" with three guest speakers
Services, 7401 NW 74th St.. Miami.
meetings on Thursdays at 9 p.m. in
Sept. 23 -1 p.m. Powell
Fiorida, 33166.
Wallace 447. Everyone is welcome.

CAMPUS

> Apple is currently offering two unique promotions
The "Back-toSchool" Promotion allows faculty and staff to take advantage of Apple's lowest prices
on most Macs including its newest laptop, the Macintosh PowerBook 145. Prices good through

•

October 15,1992.
The "Madntosh Multimedia" Promotional Bundles allow faculty and staff to purchase a Mac

Optometrist

Quadra 700 or 950 with QuickTime, Adobe Premiere, Aldus Persuasion and a SuperMac Video

Spigot card all preinstailed. Prices good through November 15, 1992.

228 W. Main, Richmond Ky.
insurancs Wolcoms
Medical Canla
Credit Terms
Available

Open Mon - Sat 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

*■'%'% Tiffo
OZ J-Jj3o

All Brands of Contacts
Soft a Semi-Soft
Permalene
Bifocal
Bitocai Contacts
contacta

Member of Kentucky Optometrlc
A«ocutioe
AaMcisttoB

WHAT'S A DISH
K

Li E®Y°U

D0ING lN A PUCE

^

If you have been thinking about buying
a computer for home or for your office,
now l? the time to consider Macintosh.
Both promotions are available for
either personal or institutional
purchase.

B

Macintosh

For further information and pricing, contact:
Academic Computing
622-1986

commmf

Lexington Computer Store
268-1431/(800)432-7329

LEXINGTON

arvelous Delicious Baked Cheese Crust BoboU
Pizza available at Bananas. Choose from
Bananas No. 1. Pepperoni Pizza Steak-N-Cheese
Pizza; Veggie Pizza Seafood Pizza Meatbal Pizza
Serving
Breakfast,
Lunch &
Dinner

709
Big HOI
Avenue
624-2569
**J<i: niiu-*-'"^

LmngK*. Kmluckf 405CH

(Sfore

Authorized
Education Sales Consultant

Visit Apple at PC Fair in the Powell Building, September 22nd!
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Eastern faces stern test in home opener
By Ted Schultz

Life in the
fast lane

Do any
students
go to the
games ?
Question: What would it take to >
keep more than a handful Eastern
students on campus for a weekend?
A) A concert featuring several
popular artists
B) A huge party with thousands of
people
C) A football game against a
nationally ranked opponent
D) All of the above
If you answered "D," you may be
in for a big surprise. After all, it seems
that nothing short of a visit from the
Virgin Mary could keep too many
students from packing up and going
home for the weekend.
Hence, the term "suitcase college."
In the next three weeks. Eastern
has three home games, all of which
will likely be preceded by a variety of
pregame festivities. The contests begin
with a matchup with lOth-rankcd
Northeast Louisiana and conclude with
a Homecoming contest against
Southeast Missouri.
Homecoming weekend could also
feature a concert involving several
bands, possibly even including "The
Romantics." A former Eastern football
player is currently trying to line up
college bands to play on Friday night
at the Old Armory.
Yet based on evidence from the
past few years, it isn't likely that the
student turnout for these games will be
any larger than the crowd gathered in
residence hall lobbies on a cold winter
night to watch a UK basketball game.
With the exception of the fraternities and sororities, along with a few
other diehard fans, the student support
of Eastern athletics is almost nonexistent. Alumni and community members
make up a vast majority of the crowd.
That factor seems odd when you
consider that there arc more students
on campus that people in the rest of
Richmond. It also seems odd since
season-ticket holders shell out nearly
SSO a year just for football games and
the students arc admitted at no cost.
Let's face it, where else at a school
of Eastern's size and prominence can
students get into all the games (excluding playoffs) free?
Although Eastern isn't on the same
level as some of the Division I
powerhouses, it is arguably THE
premier program in Division I-AA.
(Yes, it's the same I-AA that saw
one of its traditionally-weaker members. The Citadel, knock off Southeastern Conference newcomer Arkansas a
couple of weeks ago. It's also the same
1-AA that has seen some of its more
elite members give some of the more
elite Division I teams as good a game
as nearly anyone on their schedule.)
Eastern won the first ever Division
I-AA title in 1979 and played in the
first four championship games,
culminating with another title in 1982.
Although they haven't won another
title since then, the Colonels have been
a mainstay in the playoffs and near the
top of the national rankings.
Why can't Eastern students try to
be more like the "Cameron Crazccs,"
the Duke basketball fans who gave the
word "creativity" a new meaning?
Judging by the attendance of the
students, it seems more like this is
New Mexico State.
It will be interesting to sec just
how the turnout, especially from nonGreeks, will be the next three weeks.
Will eastern and central Kentucky
natives actually stay on campus and go
to the games, or will it be as sad as it
has been the past few years?
It would be nice to see a wave of
students at the football game Saturday,
and maybe even at Eastern's volleyball
tournament, which is being played
Friday and Saturday. For free admission, you really can't lose.
Like Eve Arden said in Grease, "If
you can't be an athlete, you can be an
athletic supporter."

Ted Schultz, editor

Sports editor
When people think of the big games on
Eastern's schedule this season, many point
toward the back-to-back October visits to Birmingham, Ala., and Murfreesboro, Tenn., as
the "games of the year."
The Colonels must play at Samford,
a Division I-AA semifinal is t last season, and
then turn around the next week and go to
Middle Tennessee for the game that is likely to
decide the Ohio Valley Conference title. But
the contest that could play an even larger factor
in this team's success could be Saturday's
home opener against Northeast Louisiana.
"They may be the best team on our schedule," Eastern Coach Roy Kidd said. "Playing a
good, strong team like that, it's Uke being in the
playoffs."
The Indians already sport a 2-0 mark and
are ranked 10th in the country in this week's
NCAA committee poll. The Indians, who have
30 seniors, welcome back 14 starters from last
year's 7-3-1 squad that just missed qualifying
for the Division I-AA playoffs.
"I'm really impressed with them," Kidd
said. "They're not only big, they're experienced After looking at them on video, if there's
anybody better on our schedule, I'll be surprised."
' Northeast Louisiana is led by a trio of
speedsters on offense. Quarterback Wendal
Lowery, tailback Roosevelt Potts and wide
receiver Vince Brisby led the Southland Conference in passing, rushing and receiving, respectively, last season.
All-conference nose tackle Matt Shepherd
leads a defense that ranked sixth in pass defense, 15th in scoring defense and 18th in total
defense last year. Linebacker Bennie Bazley
and free safety Curtis Harrison were secondteam All-Conference picks last season.

"They're experienced kids," Kidd said.
"Just watching them on video, they've got a
lot of size and they can run. Going against a
good team like that prepares you for the conference season a little bit better."
Kidd said Northeast Louisiana likes to
throw the ball often. He said they frequently
use a one-back offense and line up in spread
formations.
"From everything that I can find out on
them, they like to throw the football," Kidd
said. "The impression that they give me is that
they throw the ball real well."
Teams that throw against Eastern have
historically had more success than teams that
have mostly ran the ball. But the Colonels,
who start three seniors and a freshman in the
secondary, are showing signs of improvement
after holding Western Kentucky to just 97
yards on 21 passing attempts in their season
opener.
Eastern will again face a lack of depth this
week after two second-string offensive linemen went down with injuries. Tackle Jason
Combs hurt a knee and guard Jon Reynolds,
who had just returned from a knee injury,
broke his ankle in practice and may be lost for
the season.
The Colonels will, however, have their top
two fullbacks this week, as Bryan Dickcrson
and Kendrick Fishback are expected to share
time at that position with true freshman Carlo
Stallings. Mike Penman, who started and
played most of the game at fullback at Western, has been moved back to tailback, where
he will back up Markus Thomas.
This week's game will be only the second
meeting ever between the two schools. The
only other time the Colonels and Indians met,
host Northeast Louisiana kicked a field goal in
the closing seconds to knock off Eastern 34-33
in the quarterfinals of the 1987 Division I-AA
playoffs.

Progress photo by BOBBI /O SHIELDS

Mike Penman, shown here carrying the ball at Western, will move back to his
natural tailback position when the Colonels face Northeast Louisiana Saturday.

COLONEL NOTES
J
Record watch: With 120
yards at Western, Thomas moved
from 11 th to eighth on the all-time
Division I-AA rushing list. He now
has 4,178 yards in his career, 377
short of Elroy Harris' school record
and 1,360 short of Frank Hawkins'
NCAA career rushing record.
□
Honor roll: WR/KR Leon
Brown was named the OVC Specialist of the Week last week for his
efforts at Western. Brown opened

Eastern Kentucky vs. Northeast Louisiana
Game time: 7:30 p.m. Saturday, Roy Kidd Stadium
Records: Eastern Kentucky 1-0, Northeast Louisiana 2-0
Series record: Northeast Louisiana 1, Eastern Kentucky 0
Last meeting: Northeast Louisiana 34, Eastern Kentucky 33
What to watch for: Kidd calls Northeast Louisiana, ranked 10th in
Division I-AA in the country, "maybe the best team on our schedule."
That is saying a lot when you consider the Colonels also play Samford
and Middle Tennessee.
The Indians are bigger, quicker, deeper and much more experienced than the Colonels. One big advantage for the Colonels, however,
is that the game is on their home turf.
Ted's prediction: Eastern Kentucky 34, Northeast Louisiana 28

the second half by returning the
kickoff 100 yards for a touchdown.
J
Injury report: FB's Bryan
Dickerson and Kendrick Fishback
and LB Ted Fouser, all of which
missed the Western game, should
play Saturday. Backups Jason
Dunn (DE) and Jason Combs (T)
may be sidelined with knee injuries.
Reserve guard Jon Reynolds broke
his ankle in practice and may be
out for the rest of the season.

Ziesmer, Fath to join seniors
in season opener at Murray
By Steve Wolf
Staff writer

Progress photo by LESLIE YOUNG

Senior R.C. Chase, the defending OVC Individual champion,
tries to make a putt during practice. The Colonels begin their
f al I season Friday and Saturday at the Murray State Invitational.

Eastern's golf team will begin its quest for a second
straight Ohio Valley Conference title this weekend
when they compete in the Murray Slate Invitational.
The full squad was formed by coach Lew Smiihcr
after a marathon eight-round qualification. The team
played qualifying rounds at The Champions and
Marriot's Griffin Gate in Lexington and Hurstboumc
Country Club in Louisville, as well as Eastern's home
course, Arlington Country Club.
Smithcr selected the two lowest qualifiers to join
the five-man team to compete at Murray. They arc
sophomores Scott Ziesmer and Brad Fath.
Those two will join last season's OVC individual
champion. R.C. Chase, Top 10 finisher Mike Cahill
and Academic All-American Dean Marks, who were
exempt from qualifying. Chase, Marks and Cahill and
Fath played in the OVC Tournament last spring.
"I am very happy with this team and I believe we
can win this tournament and many others this season,"
Smiihcr said. 'The key to our success is 'how badly
does the team want to be successful'?"
Ziesmer and Marks lied for first with eight-round
totals of 591 (73.8 average). Fath, who also played in
the OVC tournament last spring, won the oihcr qualifying spot with a total of 595, one shot better than
sophomore Rolf Remus.
"I feel like we have a great team, and we have a

great opportunity to get the season started off with a
win." Ziesmer said.
Also qualifying for the team were sophomore Erich
Mobcrly, seniors Clay Hamrick and Scott Rohrcr,
freshman Chris Bcdorc and sophomore Chris Yard.
Junior Bill Carboy and sophomore Drew Yard will
redshirt this season.
Smiihcr said that although the Colonels would love
to win another OVC title, the real goal of this squad is
to participate in the NCAA Tournament next spring at
the Champions Golf Club in Lexington. In order for the
Colonels to achieve that level of play, Smiihcr sees a
few items that the players need to accomplish.
"This team has to develop a belief in themselves,"
Smiihcr said "Their golf swings arc as good as anyone
we play, anywhere. "They just have to believe that they
arc that good."
The competition at Murray will include Southern
Mississippi, Memphis State and Arkansas State.
"We arc not looking past the Murray State weekend, but we really want to make an impression on the
big teams of our region at Indiana," Marks said.
"Everyone is wanting to get our first crack at
nationally ranked teams so we can be seen and recognized." said Cahill, a three year Icttcrman.
Chase echoed Smither's sentiments.
"We have a lot to prove this fall," Chase said. "If we
expect to receive a bid to the NCAA Regional tournament in the spring, we arc going to have to prove that
we can play on a new level."

Cox playing for German team
Progress staff report
Angic Cox has taken her game to another
level.
The 5-foot'ttEatttcrn senior has laken the
European route, traveling to Germany to
play in the German Pro Basketball League.
Cox joined the I x>ius of Munich team earlier
this week.
"I'm excited about playing professionally,' Cox said. "I would like to sec what
professional competition is really like."
Cox, a senior on last season's Lady Colonel squad, is scheduled to graduate in December. She left for Germany Monday and
will play for three weeks before returning to
Eastern.
"This is quite an honor for Angie and our

program," Eastern Coach Larry Inman said.
"We're glad she will be able to showcase
her talents on an international level."
Cox, a two-time All-Ohio Valley Conference performer, led the Lady Colonels to
a 20-9 record and an appearance in the OVC
finals last season. She holds Eastern's career record for assists (488) and is fourth in
scoring (1,425).
Lotus of Munich is a predominantly German team. Cox and an Australian are the
only foreigners on the squad.
Cox, a third-team All-America selection
as a junior, was recommended for the team
by new Eastern Assistant Coach Paiti Jo
Hedges-Ward. Lotus of Munich won the
German Cup in 1991 and its German league
earlier this year.

Progress photo by DENNIS FERRELL

Outfielder Greg Gilbert watches a plct h as catcher Troy Coon waits for the ball
during Saturday's Maroon-White game. The two teams finished In a 1-1 tie.
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SPORTS BRIEFS

SCOREBOARD

compiled by Ted Schultz

compiled by Ted Schuttz

WEEK AT A GLANCE
Friday Sent. 18
Volleyball - Eastern Kentucky
University Tournament
Golf - at Murray State Inv.
Saturday Sapt 18
Football - NE Louisiana
Volleyball - Eastern Kentucky
University Tournament
Golf - at Murray State Inv.
Men's & Women's Cross
Country - at Western Kentucky Invitational
Baseball - Maroon-White
scrimmage

FOOTBALL
OVC landing*
Southeast Missouri
M iddle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Murray State
Tennessee State

QY£A11
1-0 1-0
1-0 1-1
0-0 1-0
0-0 1-0
0-0 1-0
0-0 1-1
0-0 0-2
0-1 1-1
0-1 0-2

Last week
Austin Peay 31, KnoxvHIe Coll. 7
Jackson St. 38; Tenn. State 18
Murray St. 36, Missouri-Rolla 0
Nebraska 48. Middle Tenn. 7
Tenn.-Chatt. 37, Tenn.-Martin 28
Term. Tech 31, Lock Haven 21
W.Va. State 22, Morehead St. 0
NE Louisiana at Eastern Ky.
Samford at Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State at Grambiing
Murray State at Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay at Southern Illinois

VOLLEYBALL
University of Tennessee
Tournament
ErJdjy.
Butler
15 15 17
Eastern Kentucky
8 815
Ala-Birmingham 7 8151715
Tennessee
1515 91512

Division I-A A Top 20 Polls
The Sports Network
NCAACommlttM
I.Marshall (44)
2. Youngstown State (4)
3. Northern Iowa
4. Eastern Kentucky

1. Youngstown State (3)

2. Marshall (1)
3. Villanova
4. Northern Iowa
5. Eastern Kentucky

5. Villanova
6. Delaware

6. Idaho

7. Alabama State
7. The Citadel (3)
8. Idaho
8. Delaware
9. Middle Tennessee
9. The Citadel
10. Northeast Louisiana
10. Northeast Louisiana
11. Florida A&M
11. Tenn.-Chattanooga
12. Samford
12. Middle Tennessee
13. Furman
13. Florida MM
14. McNeese State
14 (t) Hoty Cross
15. Montana
(t) McNeese State
16. Tenn.-Chattanooga
16. Montana
17. Appalachian State
17 (t) SW Missouri State
18. Alcorn State
(t) William & Mary
19. Furman
19. Alabama State
20. Holy Cross
20. Southwest Texas State
Note: Numbers in parenthesees indicate first-place votes
Saturday
Tennessee
Butler

Aces - Eckland 9, Cunningham,
Federmann 5.
Hitting percentage - Federmann
.227, Cunningham .200; EKU:
17 1515 .111.
15 811
15 1515
1213 7

Ala-Birmingham
Eastern Kentucky

GOLF

Butler
15 6151015
Ala.-Birmingham 515131511

151515 Qualifier for Murray State
10 6 7 Invitational
(Totals for eight rounds)
Extmpuorni
Tamela Brightman, Tenn. (MVP) Dean Marks
(73.8)
Jenny Arenta, Butler
Mike Cahill
(74.5)
Lort Federmann, EKU
R.C. Chase
(74.8)
Wendy Huber, Ala.-Birmingham
OualHtad for MSU Invitational
Jessica Taylor, Butler
Scott Ziesmer
591 (73.8)
Sonja Thomas, Tennessee
BradFath
595 (74.3)
Alan Qualified for team
596 (74.5)
(EKU leaders for three matches) Rolf Remus
Erich
Moberty
608 (76.0)
KiHs - Zeims 21, Cunningham
609 (76.1)
Bill Carboy
17, Eckland 17, Federmann 16.
Clay Hamrick
611 (76.3)
Assists - Shafer 52, Leath 16.
Scott
Rohrer
611 (76.3)
Blocks - Eckland 9, Federmann
613 (76.6)
Chris Bedore
6, Cunningham, Shafer 5.
614 (77.1)
Chris
Yard
Digs - Federmann 14, Zelms 12,
Eckland. Money 11.

Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky

CROSSCOUNTRY
(Scoring based on combined
times of top five finishers)
Men (4.2giles)
Eastern Wntucky 1:04:56
Kentucky 1:05.31
EKU Indlvtdaula
2. (t) John Nganga
2. (t) Tim Menoher
5. KenOShea
8. Chris Harvey
9. Josh Corvin
11. Jamie West
14. Brandon Gey hart
18. David Bratcher
20. Jason Harp
21 MarkBrumett

22:09
22:09
22:03
22:54
22:56
24:05
24:31
25:15
25:40
29.45

Women (2.1 miles)
Eastern Kentucky 1:52:31
Kentucky 1:52:48
EKU indlvMuaH
2. Amy Clements
3. Sunshine Wilson
5.TessWoods
6. Tracy Bunce
9. Lisa Bunce
12. Robin Webb
13. (t) Stephanie Chaney
15. Amy Hathaway
16. Sonja Smith
17. Amy Flint

12:41
12:44
13:04
13:08
13:22
13:42
13:45
13:59
14:03
14:10

OVCRunnaraoftheWeelc
John Nganga, Eastern Ky.
John Dandridge, SE Missouri

BASEBALL
Maroon 1
White 1

Un—core
Maroon

100 000 00-1
000 010 00-1

White

Ettcbtii

Maroon - Wiggins, Perrine, King,

Morris.
White - Montgomery, Howard,
Clark, Roof.
Hitting
2B - Maroon: Maynard.

Athlete of the Week
Lorl Federmann, a middle hitter on
Eastern's volleyball team, was named to
the All-Tournament team at the University
of Tennessee Tournament last weekend.
Federmann, a sophomore from
Cincinnati, led the Lady Colonels with 14
digs and a .220 hitting percentage in the
three matches. She also had 16 kills, six
Federmann
blocks and five service aces during the
tournament.

Volleyball team to host EKU Tournament
Eastern's volleyball team will be hosting its second
tournament of the season this Friday and Saturday.
Scheduled to participate are North Carolina State, James
Madison and Montana State.
The Colonels are ranked first in the country this week
in service aces. Eastern leads all of Division I with 5.09
aces per game.

MTSU announces self-imposed penalties
Ohio Valley Conference member Middle Tennessee
State University has placed self-imposed sanctions on its
basketball team following charges that former coach
Bruce Stewart violated several NCAA rules.
MTSU notified the NCAA of the sanctions, which
include a ban on postseason play after the 1992-93
season, a reduction of two scholarships this season and
one next season, a limit on official recruiting visits to 12
and a restriction to off-campus recruitment to one coach
at a time.
The NCAA announced 11 allegations into the MTSU
program this summer, including charges that Stewart paid
players to participate in basketball camps, distributed free
warmup suits, provided free transportation and allowed
improper visits to the school. Stewart left MTSU after the
1990-91 season to become head coach of the Continental
Basketball Association's Albany Patroons.
Under Stewart, MTSU qualified for the NCAA Tournament in 1989 after winning the OVC Tournament They
upset Florida State in the first round of the NCAA.

Quote of the Week
Golf Coach Lew Smlther on the prospects for this
year's team.
This team has to develop a belief in themselves.
Their golf swings are as good as anyone we play
anywhere. They just have to believe that they are
that good."

¥)u can load your shelves with these,
assss^s^ggga \iiii
Apple Macintosh PowerB<x)k" 145 4/40

Apple Macintosh Ilsi

Apple Macintosh LCII

Apple Macintosh Classic' II

orbiiyaMacintoshthat's already loaded
But hurry, because student aid like this is only available through
Oct. 15,1992 - and only from your authorized Apple campus reseller.

Get a great value on your choice of these Apple* Macintosh*
computers plus over $400 worth of preloaded software: The American
Heritage Dictionary with Roget's Thesaurus, the Random House
Encyclopedia, Correct Grammar, ResumeWriter and Calendar Creator.

The Macintosh Student Aid Package.*.

For your convenience visit or call

the Academic Computing Center, Hours: 1:00-4:00, Monday-Friday, 622-1986
O.oo.tofcGmMalKApiifclhcAppfclo^

*«**«*»i.ndcmartnfVpkaimpuirt lot TT^R^m H.W F««M>^ »>^*fi^.VRii.l«nrt«« i™ Amman Hfflqg Awn., ftmorarv Ekttronn

U product name «the iradrnurt of *Of napcniw taMen Oftr find on ihr M»*»o*hiwffloi* l««/«0conlpiiii«»!only
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Sports

Bratzke has no ordinary summer
By Darrell L. Jordan
Contributing writer
Why does a football player from
the state of Florida, who was asked to
walk-on at the University of Florida,
choose a smaller school like Eastern?
Chad Bratzke, a junior preseason
Ail-American from Brandon, Fla.,
thought that he hadn' t matured enough
for a big university, but wanted the
chance to play for a winning program.
"I wanted to go to a college where
I thought that they would give me
chance to play," Bratzke said. "I really
like winning. We didn't win to much
where I went to high school."
Coming out of high school, Bratzke
was looking at several small schools,
some of which even asked him to play
basketball. The 6-foot-4 post player
played basketball his last two years in
high school. His team was ranked third
in the state his senior year.
* But playing football was the always his objective.
Bratzke, a redshirt his first year at
Eastern, weighed 220 as a redshinfreshman, but didn't see much playing
time. After gaining 20 pounds, he
carried a starting position at defensive
tackle as a sophomore.
After last season, Eastern's
coaches told Bratzke he needed to
work on his body strength over the
summer. Bratzke said he lifted weights
six times a week, ran five to six times

a week and ate five to six meals a day
this summer to jump from 240 pounds
to his current playing weight of 265.
" My job was to eat, run and work
out," Bratzke said. "I worked real hard
on the weights and tried to gain as
much weight as I could without getting slower. I'm bigger and I'm stronger, and hopefully, I'm just as fast or
faster."
However, after gaining 25 pounds
over the summer, Bratzke lost seven
pounds just before school started as a
result of a stomach vims.
Bratzke said that he would like to
improve his overall game and help the
team as much as he can.
"I would like to put a lot of pressure on the quarterback," he said. "But
there's 11 guys on the field at one
time, so you can't do everything. You
have to do your job and count on other
people, so I'm going to do the best I
can do."
Bratzke finished second on the
team last year in tackles for losses
with 18 for a total of minus-81 yards
He also had six quarterback sacks and
a total of 47 tackles.
Last year's contest with Georgia
Southern contest may have been
Bratzke's best game in 1991. In that
game he was credited with seven tackles, two quarterback sacks and two
tackles for losses.
However, throughout the season,
Bratzke emerged from the shadows of

for our logo for more detolli
In this edition of tflo Progrrtf
Sponsored by:

IOOK

ear

TSING TAO
FAST FOOD
CHINESE
RESTAURANT

Back-To-Schoo! Special!!!
Complete Computer System
with Printer & Software

$795
Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS
Defensive tackle Chad Bratzke (right), shown here battling against
his roommate, tackle Brian Pressler, Is an All-America candidate.
Bratzke added 25 pounds over the summer and now weighs 265.
the other four defensive linemen, all
of which were seniors who would end
up making first team All-OVC. This
season, he is the featured player on the
defensive line.
"I'm excited about it," Bratzke said.
"We have a bunch of new people. I
don't think we had the talent we had
last year, but we have some really
good people and they work real hard."
Bratzke, a broadcasting major, said

his dream is to play in the National
Football League. But he said he doesn't
want to look too far into the future.
"That's just about everybody's
dream," he said. "That is something
you can't think about now or worry
about now.
"The biggest thing I can do now is
concentrate on this football program
and do the best I can do here. You just
have to have fun and play for Eastern."

True IBM AT Computor
ft Epson FX-286* PrinUr
Aktoo iocloood: Integrated 7+
(Word Processor, Database, Spreadsheet)

HARTMORE COMPUTER SERVICE
Boone Square Shopping Center
Berea, KY 40403
(606) 986-7576
Owner/Manager: James Hartman

PC Tech/Sates Rep: Jeff Horn

HugflP

Ceinrtrall Liquor
Main St. Downtown

Happy Hour

YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME
Present 211.D. and Fraternity LD.
for liquor and wine discount

300 West Main St.
Richmond

Control U«M>
Talk ol tKo Town

PROGRESS
FOOTBALL PICKS
./. v.

Mjdnu" uirOn

624-0133

3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
2 for 1 Drinks
Monday thru Saturday

Dinner
LU
Corner of 3rd & Main
623-5130

Special

1. Cincinnati at Green Bay

2. Detroit at Washington

3. New Orleans at Atlanta

COMI'LLIt AUI0 SI HVICt g IIIIL CtHILH • COMI'I I It AUIO brllVILt 8 I lilt-

Talk^

Oflhe
own

HWIZE
AUTO PARTS ft SERVICE CENTER
531 Big Hill Avenue, Richmond

624-2990
NEW
Splitfire
Spark Plugs
Available

Monday

WARNING!
They're Oul To Get Your Car
Anti-theft Starter Lock

Syum

$49.95

Anli-tluil Atartir Lock

S.ui-mwiih

Smart

Horn-Hunk Alrrl

623-7370

Switch

$59.95

lusulLiuon Available

(.In:ililiis lor Insurant.' Discounts

ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP
with SUN Diagnostic Computer

IRON ^WtGRrCS

427 Big 11.11 Avenue

FITNESS CENTERS

Richmond, Kentucky 40475

Wt'II liuuill new plug*. Ml liming, adjuit carburf tor,
(If applicable), analyu ayMcm with SLN Computer. Add 14 lor
(Undard Ignition plui any additional part*. Moat car* and light
Iruckv

$4.25 all the draft you can
~i
r
Why Pay More For Less
drink during the game.
4 cylinder - $24.88
Compare
and
Save
Tuesday
Ladies' Night. Two for one
6 cylinder - $36.88
T^^SSt '
1 Year $16.58 per month
well drinks.
Ho Under- $44.88
I
RONT
DISC
BRAKES
Shock
Absorbers
Wednesday Country Music Night.
First lime Qatrons_only_ ^_ With_Coupon _1 _L-*£'Li!sJi-.Ll-Li
95<t Longnecks.
1 FREE VISIT fforworkouO
$10.88 each
Thursday
Bourbon and Coke $1.00
or
Friday
25* Draft from 4 to 8 p.m.
4 FREE TANNING VISITS (with purchase ol package)
$49.88
Prices sood thru 10-2-92
First time patrons only * With Coupon * Expires 5-1-93
Happy Hour 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
COMI'I HE AUI0 bfcHVICt 4 IIHE CfcNIfcH • COMFLEIk AUIU StHVICt & IIHfc vtNUH
Men can M

4. Northeast Louisiana at E.K.U.

Dairy
Queen

brazier
NOW HIRING!
We are fun! We have flexible hours availablewe are hiring for days, nights, and weekends!
(Please apply in person only. Ask for Billy or Felecia.)

At Dairy Queen... We Treat You Right!
Big Hill Avenue-Richmond, Kentucky
7. Ohio State at Syracuse

ln*uii new pads, rcturlace rOM, repack wheel bearing.. msiaJI
new greuc *e*U. nW needed (luiil.uupcu syitcm and toad Kit
.Rebuilt cahpcri. and «mi metallic pad* extra)
•JVJ HfM trucks

5. Indiana at Kentucky

CONTEST RULES
1. To participate: Study each of the advertiser's block on
this page. Note the game featured in the block and pick
your winner. Write the name of the team you think will
win with the advertiser's name featuring it in the numerical
order they are written. Use the convenient form below (No
copies accepted).
2. Bring all the entries, by 4:30 p.m. Friday, to Room 117
of the Donovan Annex (Down the hill from Alumni Parking
Lot) Late entries not accepted.
3. First place prize is a merchandise certificate from one of
the advertiser's awarded to the person with the most correct
game predictions. If two or more people tie for games
correctly predicted, the tie breaking game box will be used.
(Guess total number of points in game)
4. Only one entry per person per week. Contest will run
until Nov. 18. No purchase necessary.

Reminder - The deadline is 4:30 p.m.
Friday after publication.

6.Florida at Tennessee

FILL IN THIS ENTRY FORM
NAME
ADDRESS.
PHONE
TIE BREAKER
Northeastern Louisiana at E. K.U.
Total Points
GAME WINNER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ADVERTISER
1.
2.
3.
4._
5.
6.
7.

